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Agenda for a hearing by the Policy & Regulatory Committee (Proposed Alcohol Control Bylaw
2020) to be held in the Council Chambers, District Office, 15 Galileo Street, Ngaruawahia on
TUESDAY, 27 OCTOBER 2020 commencing at 9.30am.
1.

APOLOGIES AND LEAVE OF ABSENCE

2.

CONFIRMATION OF STATUS OF AGENDA

3.

DISCLOSURES OF INTEREST

4.

REPORTS

4.1

Hearing for Proposed Alcohol Control Bylaw 2020
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POLICY & REGULATORY COMMITTEE
Reports to:

Council

Chairperson:

Cr Jan Sedgwick

Deputy Chairperson: Cr Noel Smith
Membership:

The Mayor, all Councillors and Mrs Maxine Moana-Tuwhangai (Maangai
Maaori)

Meeting frequency:

Six-weekly

Quorum:

Majority of the members (including vacancies)

Purpose
The Policy & Regulatory Committee is responsible for the Council’s governance policies and
bylaws, reviewing the District Plan and overseeing civil defence and emergency management
issues.
In addition to the common delegations on page 10, the Policy & Regulatory Committee is
delegated the following Terms of Reference and powers:
Terms of Reference:
1. To establish, implement and review the governance policy framework that will assist in
achieving the Council’s strategic priorities and outcomes.
2. To develop, review and approve the consultation process for Council bylaws.
3. To consider and determine changes to the schedules and parking restrictions in the Public
Places Bylaw 2016, including hearing any submissions relating to those proposed changes.
4. To hear and determine matters arising under current bylaws, including applications for
dispensation from compliance with the requirements of bylaws, unless such matters are
otherwise delegated by Council.
5. To administer the Council’s District Plan in accordance with the Resource Management Act
1991.
6. To monitor the performance of regulatory decision-making by the District Licensing
Committee 1, Regulatory Subcommittee and officers under their respective delegations.
7. To monitor the Council’s Civil Defence and Emergency Management framework.

For clarity, the District Licensing Committee is a committee of Council under the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act
2012.

1
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The Committee is delegated the following powers to act:
Governance Policies
•

Develop and agree governance policies for the purpose of consultation/engagement.

•

Recommend to Council policy for adoption, amendment or revocation.

•

Monitor and review policy, including recommending amendments to any policy as and
when required.

Bylaws
•

Develop and approve the statement of proposal for new or amended bylaws for
consultation.

•

Recommend to Council new or amended bylaws for adoption.

District Plan
•

Review and approve for notification a proposed district plan, a proposed change to the
District Plan, or a variation to a proposed plan or proposed plan change (excluding any plan
change notified under clause 25(2)(a), Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991)

•

Withdraw a proposed plan or plan change under clause 8D, Schedule 1 of the Resource
Management Act 1991.

•

Make the following decisions to facilitate the administration of plan changes, variations,
designation and heritage order processes:
a. To decide whether a decision of a Requiring Authority or Heritage Protection Authority
will be appealed to the Environment Court by the Council and authorise the resolution
of any such appeal, provided such decisions are consistent with professional advice.
b. To consider and approve Council submissions on a proposed plan, plan changes, and
variations.
c. To monitor the private plan change process.
d. To accept, adopt or reject private plan change applications under clause 25, Schedule 1,
Resource Management Act 1991.

Other Resource Management Issues
•

Pursuant to Section 34(1) of the Resource Management Act 1991, to exercise all of the
Council’s functions, powers and duties under that Act, except the functions, powers and
duties:
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a. that cannot be delegated or that are otherwise retained by the Council under its terms
of reference; or
b. expressly delegated to other Council committees or decision-making bodies, or officers.
•

Monitor and approve submissions in relation to National Policy Statements.

Civil Defence and Emergency Management
•

Monitor the performance of Waikato District’s civil defence and emergency management
response against Council’s requirements under the Civil Defence and Emergency
Management Act including:
a. implementation of Government requirements; and
b. co-ordinating with, and receiving reports from, the Waikato Region Civil Defence and
Emergency Management Group Joint Committee.

Other Delegations
•

Exercise all of the Council’s functions, powers and duties under the Building Act 2004, the
Health Act 1956, and the Food Act 2014, and the respective regulations made under these
Acts, except the functions, powers and duties:
a. that cannot be delegated or that are otherwise retained by the Council under its terms
of reference; or
b. expressly delegated to other Council committees or decision-making bodies, or officers.

•

Approval of attendance of elected members at conferences, seminars, training or events, in
accordance with Council policy.
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Open Meeting
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Chief Executive Approved
DWS Document Set #
Report Title

1.

Policy & Regulatory Committee
Sue O’Gorman
General Manager Customer Support
16 October 2020
Anthony Pipe, Environmental Health Team Leader
Jodi Bell-Wymer, Corporate Planner
Y
GOV1318
Hearing for Proposed Alcohol Control Bylaw 2020

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

On 31 August 2020, the Policy and Regulatory Committee resolved to consider and approve the
Waikato District Council Proposed Alcohol Control Bylaw 2020 for public notification and
consultation, in accordance with section 83 (special consultative procedure) of the Local Government
Act 2002 (LGA).
The proposed bylaw was notified for public consultation on 02 September 2020 with submissions
closing on 05 October 2020. Council representatives attended community board meetings for Huntly
Community board (15 September 2020), Raglan Community Board (16 September 2020) and
Ngaruawahia Community Board (29 September 2020) to answer any queries. In addition to this, an
online drop-in session with other community boards was held on 20 September 2020.
A summary document (statement of proposal) and copy of the proposed bylaw and submission form
were made publicly available via Council offices, libraries, and the Council website. An online tool
was available for those who wanted to provide feedback online. Key Stakeholders including existing
sale and supply of alcohol licence holders, Halls Committees and Maaori representatives were also
sent information about the Proposed Alcohol Control Bylaw 2020.
In total, 210 submitters made submissions on the proposed bylaw (refer to Appendix 2 of the staff
report for the summary of submissions). 18 submitters indicated that they wish to be heard.
The purpose of this meeting is to hear and consider submissions on the Proposed Waikato District
Council Alcohol Control Bylaw 2020. A list of submitters who wish to be heard and their initial
submissions are included in Appendix 1 of the staff report.
The following documents are included as appendices to this report:
Appendix 1 -

Timing list for submitters wishing to be heard

Appendix 2 -

Submissions received including staff comments

Appendix 2A-

Long submissions
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Appendix 3 -

Proposed Waikato District Council Alcohol Control Bylaw 2020.

Appendix 4 -

Proposed Waikato District Council Alcohol Control Bylaw 2020 (maps)

Appendix 5 – Late Submission, Police

2.

RECOMMENDATION

THAT the report of the General Manager Customer Support be received;
AND THAT pursuant to sections 83 of the Local Government Act 2002, the Policy & Regulatory
Committee consider and, where requested, hear submissions on the notified Proposed Alcohol
Control Bylaw 2020.
AND FURTHER THAT subject to any amendments requested by the Policy & Regulatory
Committee, the proposed bylaw will be considered by the Policy and Regulatory Committee at
its meeting on 23 November 2020 with a view to recommending the Proposed Waikato
District Council Alcohol Control Bylaw 2020 for adoption at the Council meeting on 14
December 2020.

3.

BACKGROUND

The Local Government Act 2002 (LGA) gives clear guidance on what local authorities should consider
when making or continuing an alcohol control bylaw. This guidance has been closely followed in the
drafting of the proposed Bylaw.
The desired outcome of the proposed Bylaw is to provide ways of controlling alcohol related harm
in the community by supporting safe alcohol consumption habits through the use of clearly marked
alcohol control (ban) areas, and signage that indicates where there areas are and the times that the
bans apply.
Bylaws made under the LGA specifically apply to ‘public places’ which are defined as “a place that is
open to or used by the public including places where a fee or charge applies, such as, a parking area”.
The restrictions within an alcohol ban area do not apply to areas or activities which are covered
by a licence issued under the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (SSA).
The proposed Bylaw will also provide Police with an additional tool under the LGA which allows
them to control the consumption or possession of alcohol through additional powers relating to
arrest, search and seizure in areas where alcohol bans have been implemented through alcohol
control bylaws such as the one proposed.
In addition, the Police have stated in their Alcohol Action Plan 2018 that they cannot reduce alcohol
related harm alone and would like to engage local partnerships to address this issue. The proposed
Bylaw is an example of such a partnership.
The proposed Bylaw aims to reduce incidents of crime or disorder related to alcohol consumption
by controlling where and when people can possess or consume alcohol in public places. It will apply
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to public places within the Waikato District specified in Schedules One and Two, and Council
controlled parks, reserves, and esplanades.
It should be noted that the purpose of the LGA is not to enable district wide bans, but to allow for
the identification of specific areas and the introduction of appropriate controls. The Bylaw
therefore identifies and defines any ‘control area’ through its inclusion in the schedules.
3.1

CONSULTATION

The Special Consultative Procedure was followed to advise the public of the proposed changes and
staff used the following communication methods:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Media Release/Public Notice
Online engagement tools, including maps and schedules
Letters to stakeholders
Information to Community Boards and Committees
Information to Iwi and Hapu groups
Council’s Facebook page

3.2 PROPOSED BYLAW
On 31 August 2020, the proposed Bylaw was publicly notified in accordance with section 83 of the
Local Government Act 2002, with submissions closing on 05 October 2020. A total of 210 submitters
made submissions.
An invitation to provide feedback was distributed to key stakeholders including NZ Police, SSA
licence holders, Community Boards and Halls Committees, Maaori representatives and information
was made available via our Waikato District offices, libraries and website. An online tool was available
for those who wanted to provide feedback online.
Council representatives attended the Huntly Community Board meeting (15 September 2020) and
Raglan Community Board meeting (16 September 2020) to answer any queries the boards may have
had.
Appendix 2 of this report provides a list of submitters and the issues raised by submitters with an
accompanying staff comment (where appropriate).
Council must consider each submission and make a determination on each of the issues raised. Each
submitter is entitled to be informed of the outcome of their submission, including the reasons for the
decision.
All submissions to the Waikato District Council Proposed Alcohol Control Bylaw 2020 have been
acknowledged and each submitter will receive a written response following Council’s adoption of the
Bylaw amendments.
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3.3 SUMMARY OF SUBMISSIONS RECEIVED
210 submissions in total were received. Included in these were four from community boards and
committees (Huntly, Onewhero-Tuakau, Pokeno and Tamahere) one from the NZ Police, one from
the Raglan Police and one from the Waikato DHB combined with support from Auckland regional
public health service.
3.4 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The below table shows the locality of the submitters. The Raglan community provided the most
feedback with 130 submissions.
Huntly
Meremere
Ngaruawahia
Pokeno
Raglan
Tamahere
Te Kauwhata
Tuakau
Out of District
Not specified
NZ Police
Waikato DHB

5
2
4
2
130
2
8
14
8
33
1
1

TOTAL

210

Table 1

Key proposal one is focused on permanent bans in our town centres (option one) or to include
entire urban areas (option two). Out of the two options, option one was more favourable with a
count of 56 plus those who favoured option one with amended areas (15) bringing the total support
for option one to 71. Option two is favoured by 19 people plus those who favoured option two
with some changes brings the total for option two to 22.
Suggestions made to the proposed town areas of option one are to remove Cliff St street in the
proposed Raglan permanent ban area, include Taniwha street in Meremere, increase the proposed
Pokeno area to include the hall and the Tamahere Community Committee asked if areas in Tamahere
could be included also.
Most submitters -117, did not agree with having permanent ban areas (Graph 1).
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Thinking about 'key proposal one' where we propose permanent alcohol ban areas in our town centres (option 1) or entire urban
areas (option 2), which statement do you most agree with?

Graph 1

The second question for key proposal one is about introducing permanent (24/7) alcohol bans all year round
at specific beach and river locations being Wainui Reserve, Sunset Beach, Karioitahi Beach and Maraetai Bay.
53 people agreed with the ban areas, 152 did not, and 5 did not comment. Suggestions made in the
comments section include making these controlled areas of 9pm – 9am as all other council reserves and
some did express concerns over littering. Others felt that seasonal bans in these areas would be better than
permanent bans while the majority want to enjoy food and beverages on beaches without any bans imposed.
Still thinking about 'key proposal one' where we propose permanent alcohol ban areas at specific locations (Wainui Reserve,
Sunset Beach, Karioitahi Beach and Maraetai Bay) which statement do you most agree with?

Graph 2
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Key proposal two is about introducing alcohol control (ban) times of 9pm to 9am in all councilcontrolled parks, reserves, and esplanades. The feedback shows 127 submitters agree and 80 are
against. There were mixed comments provided and majority are regarding Wainui reserve. Some
submitters thought 9pm was too early and it should be later in summer, some thought it was too late
and should be earlier, while others thought there should be complete bans. Many comments indicate
the proposed times are reasonable.
Thinking about 'key proposal two' where we propose to introduce timed alcohol control from 9pm to 9am in Council controlled
parks reserves and esplanades, which statement do you most agree with?

Graph 3

Key proposal three to introduce 24/7 bans in the Raglan ward from the 23 December to 10 February
is supported by 58 submitters. 53 submitters indicated they do not agree with the proposed dates
with many suggesting the proposed ban date concludes before mid-January. That option could be
included to support seasonal bans (with reduced timeframes) bringing the total of those in support
to 111. Many submitters felt the 9pm to 9am control times would suffice while 94 submitters felt
Raglan does not need a seasonal alcohol ban.
Thinking about 'key proposal three' where we propose to introduce a 24/7 seasonal alcohol ban in the Raglan Ward area from
23 December to 10 February, which statement do you most agree with?

Graph 4
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Key proposal three to introduce 24/7 bans over the entire Raglan ward from the 23 December to
10 February is supported by 30 submitters. 40 submitters indicated they do not agree with the
proposed area with many suggesting the area is too wide. That option could be included to support
seasonal bans (with reduced areas) bringing the total of those in support to 70. Some submitters felt
the 9pm to 9am control times would suffice while 134 submitters felt Raglan Ward does not need a
seasonal alcohol ban.
Again thinking about 'key proposal three' where we propose to introduce a 24/7 Seasonal Alcohol Ban to the entire Raglan Ward,
which statement do you most agree with?

Graph 5

4.

CONSIDERATION

4.1 FINANCIAL
It is not envisaged that the proposed Bylaw will require any extra funding over that which is currently
provided in operational budgets, however the actual costs will not be known until a final decision is
made
4.2 LEGAL
Section 147 of the Act specifically grants territorial authorities the power to make bylaws for the
purpose of prohibiting or otherwise regulating or controlling the consumption, bringing and
possession of alcohol in public places.
Before making such a bylaw, section 147A requires Council to be satisfied that:
(a) It can be justified as a reasonable limitation on people’s rights and freedoms; and
(b) There is evidence that the area to which the bylaw is intended to apply has experienced a high
level of crime or disorder that can be shown to have been caused or made worse by alcohol
consumption; and
(c) The bylaw is appropriate and proportionate in the light of the crime and disorder.
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The considerations under section 147A are an extension of the analysis required under section 155
of the Act. The Committee does not have the delegated authority to determine whether Council
is satisfied but can make recommendations in relation to the same.
The Police have provided evidence that there are public areas within the Waikato district that are
more likely to be subject to the adverse effects of alcohol. It is those areas for which the Bylaw
proposes to implement the alcohol control measures. It should also be noted that, for most of the
areas for which this evidence was provided, the previous (now expired) WDC Bylaw was in place.
Such evidence shows that, in accordance with section 147A of the Act, Council can be satisfied
that:
(a) It can be justified as a reasonable limitation on people’s rights and freedoms; and
(b) There is evidence that the area to which the bylaw is intended to apply has experienced
a high level of crime or disorder that can be shown to have been caused or made worse
by alcohol consumption; and
The bylaw is appropriate and proportionate in the light of the crime and disorder.
When making or amending a bylaw, the special consultative procedure under the Local Government
Act 2002 must be observed.
Council staff are satisfied that the procedure as detailed under s83 of the LGA was appropriate in
the circumstances as it enabled the community to respond to the proposed amendments, and for
Council to hear any submitters to the proposed Bylaw in a public hearing.
4.3 STRATEGY, PLANS, POLICY AND PARTNERSHIP ALIGNMENT
Staff have identified that there are no specific policies, plans or strategies relating to the proposed
Alcohol Control Bylaw 2020.
4.4 ASSESSMENT
STAKEHOLDERS

OF

SIGNIFICANCE

AND

ENGAGEMENT POLICY

AND OF

EXTERNAL

This bylaw triggers Council’s Significance and Engagement Policy as the Special Consultative
Procedure was required and undertaken.
Highest
levels
of
engagement

Inform

Tick the appropriate
box/boxes and specify
what it involves by
providing
a
brief
explanation of the tools
which will be used to
engage (refer to the
project
engagement
plan if applicable).

Consultation was carried out in accordance with S.83 of the LGA.
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State below which external stakeholders have been or will be engaged with:
Planned

In Progress

Complete







5.

Internal
Community Boards/Community Committees
Waikato-Tainui/Local
Iwi
Environmental
Groups
Households
Business
Sale and supply of alcohol licence holders

CONCLUSION

The proposed Waikato District Council Alcohol Control Bylaw 2020was notified for public
consultation. 210 submissions were received and are summarised in this staff report.
Following consideration of all submissions made, Council will be able to make determinations on the
Proposed Waikato District Council Alcohol Control Bylaw 2020.

6.

ATTACHMENTS

The following documents are included as appendices to this report:
Appendix 1 - Schedule of Speakers
Appendix 2 - Submissions received and staff comments
Appendix 2A – Long submissions
Appendix 3 - Proposed Waikato District Council Alcohol Control Bylaw 2020
Appendix 4 - Proposed Waikato District Council Alcohol Control Bylaw (maps)
Appendix 5 – Late Submission, Police
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Appendix 1: Schedule of Speakers
Waikato District Council Proposed Alcohol Control Bylaw
27 October 2020

Submission
No.

Speaker

Appendix 2, page:

Time

144

Kevin Holmes

32

9.30 am

52

David Whyte – Huntly Community
Board

13 & Appendix 2A

9.40 am

207

Sue Robertson – Tamahere
Community Committee

43 & Appendix 2A

9.50 am

177

Erin Griffiths

38

10.00 am

77

Andrew Swinton

77

10.10 am

123

Jasmine Hunter

27

10.20 am

60

Chris Rayner

15

10.30 am

44

Dennis Amoore

11

10.40 am

21

Dion Keppel

7

11.00 am

167

Amy

37

11.10 am

13

Damian Cameron

4

11.20 am

4

Bridget Dobbs

2

11.30 am

35

Andrew Meeks

10

11.40 am

199

Andrew Forsyth

42

11.50 am

Document Set ID: 2915560
Version: 1, Version Date: 19/10/2020

Appendix 2: Submissions received and staff comments

#

Name

Joanna
1 Eastwood

2 Kane Power

3 Stacey lovell

Thinking about 'key
proposal one' where we
propose permanent
alcohol ban areas in our
town centres (option 1)
or entire urban areas
(option 2), which
statement do you most
Please tell us why?
agree with

Option 1

I do not agree with any
of these options

Option 1 with
amendments

Document Set ID: 2915561
Version: 1, Version Date: 19/10/2020

Permanent alcohol
ban areas at specific
locations (Wainui
Reserve, Sunset
Beach, Karioitahi
Beach and Maraetai Please tell us
Bay)
why?

No bans in place

The more you restrict it, the worse
the issue gets, and it's a waste of
police time. Follow the European
model, stop restricting where we
can drink alcohol, and you'll see
No bans in place
less alcohol related issues.

Alcohol is particularly harmful in
our country.

'key proposal
two' where we
propose to
introduce
timed alcohol
control from
9pm to 9am in
Council
controlled
parks reserves
and
esplanades,
Please tell us
which
why?

Also long as
people are being
responsible with
their drinking
and not leaving
rubbish they are
not hurting
anyone. Having
a glass of wine at
a picnic for
Yes I agree
example

If you trust
people to behave
responsibly, you
might be
surprised that
they will. After
an initial loose
period the
novelty will wear
No - I disagree
off.

Litter is more
likely when
people are
Yes permanent bans drinking alcohol
also as above
in place

It should be
No - I disagree 24hours

Thinking about 'key
proposal three' where
we propose to
introduce a 24/7
seasonal alcohol ban
in the Raglan Ward
area from 23
December to 10
February, which
statement do you
Please tell us
most agree with?
why?

about 'key
proposal
three' where
we propose to
introduce a
24/7 Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the entire
Raglan Ward,
which
statement do
you most
Please tell us
agree with?
why?

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

Stop trying to
control
everyone
through
blanket bans
and provide
education and
support
around
drinking
instead.

Many visitors
plus locals and
alcohol
increases
Yes I agree with these likelihood of
problems
proposed dates

Can you tell us
about any
incidences that
you have
observed or are
aware of where
alcohol
consumption has
resulted in crime
or disorderly
behavior in a
public place?

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

No incidences
observed
are multiple
every weekend in
every town and
city in the
country. Alcohol
is extremely
harmful.
However the
solution isn't
thought band,
fines, arrests, and
restrictions, it's
through

I agree with
the proposal
to introduce a
seasonal
alcohol ban to
the Raglan
As above
Ward

Drunk driving.
Alcohol litter.
And a fight at the
camp ground
beach

Is there anything else in
relation to the proposed
alcohol control bylaw
that you wish to make
Staff Comments
comment on?

Too many rules and
regulations stopping law
abiding citizens from
living their lives

supports Option 1 as well
as a 9pm to 9am ban in
Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades.
Doesn't support a seasonal
ban in Raglan.

Doesn't support any of the
proposal elements.
Permanent ban areas in
our town centres and near
outlets that sell alcohol
(areas identified in red on
the maps). supports the
proposal to make
permanent alcohol ban
areas at specific locations
(Wainui Reserve, Sunset
Beach, Karioitahi Beach
and Maraetai Bay).
supports an alcohol time
control in Council

16

I do not agree with any
4 Bridget Dobbs of these options

Document Set ID: 2915561
Version: 1, Version Date: 19/10/2020

It is difficult to understand Option
2. It says "excluding parks reserves
and esplanades" but the map is not
clear if it's in or out. I STRONGLY
DISAGREE with an outright ban in
No bans in place
public open spaces.

Most people can
enjoy a drink
without causing
a disturbance. It
is using a
hammer to crack
a nut to stop
anyone drinking
because a few
No - I disagree As above
cause trouble.

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
I would prefer Seasonal
to click "I don't Alcohol Ban to
know, I don't the Raglan
live in Raglan" Ward

I would prefer
to click "I
don't know, I
don't live in
No
Raglan"

is an excellent law. It
says, "A person is
committing an offence if
they drink alcohol in this
place after being asked
by a policeman not to."
This means that anyone
is free to enjoy a civilised
drink with a picnic or
similar. However, if they
are a nuisance they can
be stopped. I strongly
object to criminalising a

Appears to not support any
of the proposal elements.
Also doesn't live in Raglan
so wanted to put 'I don't
know' in a few instances.

17

5 Jean Aldworth Option 1

6 Ben Worth

7 Alex

Option 2

I do not agree with any
of these options

8 Ronel JACOBS Option 2

Mario
9 Vodanovich

I agree with alcohol being
restricted in shopping areas, but
feel that's where councils should
leave it, if people are having a BBQ
with a few beers or a wine or two
no harm in that, if people abuse it
and get too intoxicated that's
No bans in place
where the police come.

some parks and esplanades should
allow alcohol consumption within
reason ....few beers or bottle of
wine but certainly not a keg or
No bans in place
boot load

What justifies this. What's the
actual problem. This isn't fair on
the hundreds of people who enjoy
a couple beers while picnicking or
No bans in place
the like.

To protect our family and
businesses, I strongly believe that
alcohol should be ban from urban
areas, yet I believe there should be
areas like parks that will allow it for
social reasons and giving people
the freedom to still enjoy a drink in
No bans in place
public.

Option 1

Document Set ID: 2915561
Version: 1, Version Date: 19/10/2020

Because law
abiding citizens
may choose to
have a beer or
wine with their
BBQ lunch or
dinner, who are
the council to tell
Yes I agree
them no.

because its a
cant be governed Agree with
24/7
amendments

As above. Why
are you trying to
Yes I agree
control us

The beach is
where people
socialise, so no
reason why you
need to ban
people
permanently
from consuming
alcohol in these
Yes I agree
areas.

Yes permanent bans
.
in place

Agree with
amendments

If the alcohol
bans are only
from 9pm to
9am then I
cannot see a
problem with
that, as most
families would
have gone
I do not think Raglan
home before needs a Seasonal
those times
Alcohol Ban

10pm in the
I do not think Raglan
summer would needs a Seasonal
be better
Alcohol Ban

No I do not agree with
these proposed dates

I agree as
people can
drink further at
their own
properties or
licensed bars if
they want to I do not think Raglan
drink after
needs a Seasonal
9pm.
Alcohol Ban

I believe the
time should be Yes I agree with these
10pm - 9am
proposed dates

Because to me
that's just the
beginning,
next it will be
Easter, then
every Public
Holiday, then
weekends,
then a
permanent
one.

get more in touch with
the people, stop trying to
rule the ratepayers and
get in touch with what
As above it's
the people really want, a
only a matter
classic is the small towns
of time before
without police presence,
I disagree with Council are
the crime rate is
the proposal telling us
shocking, try partioning
to introduce a where and
the Govt to help out
when. And I
Seasonal
their small towns, you
do
not
think
Alcohol Ban to
that is
the Raglan
Never seen it out put in alcohol bans,
waste of time who's
Councils right. my way.
Ward

supports Option 1 as well
as a 9pm to 9am ban in
Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades.
Doesn't support a seasonal
ban in Raglan.

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

later at night
when its been
less busy

supports Option 2, as well
as a 9pm to 9am ban in
Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades
(but thinks it should be
10pm in summer). Doesn't
support a seasonal ban in
Raglan.

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

No. I hang around
with normal
people who enjoy
a beer while at
the beach etc.
Grown adults
who are
responsible. Why
punish all of us
for a few bad
seeds

supports a 9pm to 9am ban
in Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades.
Doesn't support a seasonal
ban in Raglan.

of it on Facebook
district group
pages of
disorderly
behaviour in
children's play
parks in Tuakau
I disagree with
caused by alcohol
the proposal Apply the
consumption and
to introduce a same ban
No, they
Seasonal
proposal than I've seen a lot of
should have
the same bans Alcohol Ban to Proposal Two empty alcohol
to the Raglan beverage cans in
than the other the Raglan
these areas
Ward
regions/areas. Ward

I agree with
the proposal
to introduce a
seasonal
alcohol ban to
the Raglan
Ward

Meremere
reserve/skate
park

restaurants don't sell
alcohol pass 11pm. I've
noticed a few putting
public notices out to sell
it till 1am - there is
absolutely no need to
still consume alcohol at a
public place after 11pm,
unless it's a bar or night
club. I'll put an objection
in for the councils in
regards to this.

supports Option 2, as well
as a 9pm to 9am ban in
Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades.
Doesn't support a seasonal
ban in Raglan (wants same
bans other areas have,
applied to Raglan)
Permanent ban areas in
our town centres and near
outlets that sell alcohol
(areas identified in red on
the maps). supports the
proposal to make
permanent alcohol ban
areas at specific locations
(Wainui Reserve, Sunset
Beach, Karioitahi Beach
and Maraetai Bay).
supports an alcohol time
control in Council
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10 Sabine King

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
11 tracey cooper of these options

Timothy
12 McMillan

Damian
13 Cameron

14 Ken Irving

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

This is chipping away of the
freedom of people and goes to far.
The people who are causing
problems when they are drinking in
public spaces will do that anyway.
No bans in place
They don't care about laws.

This is chipping
away of the
freedom of
people and goes
to far. The
people who are
causing problems
when they are
drinking in public
spaces will do
that anyway.
They don't care
about laws.
No - I disagree

There doesn't appear to be any
evidence of a high level of crime
and disorder caused by alcohol, as
required. What evidence there is
No bans in place
would tend to support no ban.

As above.

I am and have been heavily
involved in community sport for
over 20 years and going along to
support your teams and have a
quiet beer or even have a beer
after your games with your team
mates is an enjoyable part of why
we are involved in local clubs

families at
beaches and
reserves having a
quiet beer or
glass of bubbles
enjoying
themselves why
take away the
freedom to do
that. For many i
know they would
stop using such
Yes I agree
areas if their

No bans in place

People should be able to have a
beer on the sidelines of their local
No bans in place
sports fields.

I think it is nice watching normal
people picnicking around the
waterfront with a bottle of wine,
watching the sunset. Laws will only
ever affect the normal people and
never the occasional radical few
No bans in place
troublemakers.
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No - I disagree

I think a timed
ban would be
better so that
people who drink
responsibly
during daylight
hours can enjoy
Yes I agree
the freedom.

I do not see it as
Yes I agree
a problem

away of the
freedom of
people and
goes to far.
The people
who are
causing
problems
when they are
drinking in
public spaces
will do that
No I do not agree with
anyway. They these proposed dates

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

chipping away
of the
freedom of
people and
goes to far.
The people
who are
causing
problems
when they are
drinking in
public spaces
will do that

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
There is no
Alcohol Ban to
evidence to
support such a the Raglan
as above
Ward
proposal

family outings
and sporting
events aren't
played during
these times so
happy to try
control the
very few that
abuse their
rights and
muck it up for No I do not agree with same as above
us that don't these proposed dates reasons

No I do not agree with
these proposed dates

It would cut
I do not think Raglan
back on late
needs a Seasonal
night partying Alcohol Ban

chipping away
of the
freedom of
people and
goes to far.
The people
I disagree with who are
the proposal causing
to introduce a problems
when they
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to are drinking in
public spaces No, never saw
the Raglan
will do that
Ward
such an incident.

It is not a
problem

This is chipping away of
the freedom of people
and goes to far. The
people who are causing
problems when they are
drinking in public spaces
will do that anyway. They Doesn't support any of the
don't care about laws.
proposal elements.

It concerns me that this
bylaw requires evidence
of a high level of crime
and disorder caused by
alcohol and none seems
In five years I
to exist and what
have seen one
fight which may evidence there is would
or may not have tend to support the
Doesn't support any of the
involved alcohol. status quo.
proposal elements.
there will always be
people who do silly
things and ruin it for
others regardless of
bylaws put in place the
ones that abuse our
freedom will always do
so, so these rules don't
affect them. They take
away from those that
look after and respect
public areas.

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

none to report

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

playing football
and summer
soccer at the
reserve at
Lightbody reserve
for over 20 years
and have seen
thousands of
people enjoying a
beverage on or
around the fields. A timed ban from 9pm I have never in
9am would seem
this time seen
reasonable to me.

It infringes on
the majority
of law abiding
ratepayers
I disagree with who want to
the proposal enjoy a quiet
to introduce a wine
watching the
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to sunset, who
don't annoy No I can not
the Raglan
anyone.
Ward
recall a time.

Leave the bylaw until it is
a problem. I don't
believe an occasional
flare up is a problem.
Those flare ups will
happen despite a bylaw.
You will just be affecting
the honest people.

supports a 9pm to 9am ban
in Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades.
Doesn't support a seasonal
ban in Raglan.

supports a 9pm to 9am ban
in Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades.
Doesn't support a seasonal
ban in Raglan.

supports a 9pm to 9am ban
in Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades.
Doesn't support a seasonal
ban in Raglan.
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Belinda
15 Wheaton

16 Sandy

Steven
17 McLean

Reuben
18 Kendall

Option 1

Option 1

Wainui Reserve
is a lovely place
to picnic, watch
sunset etc,
including
No need for a ban beyond this
consuming
small area. Poepl should be able to
alcohol
sit on grassy areas around cliff
No bans in place
No - I disagree
responsibility.
street and have a beer.
drinking and
vandalism at
Karioitahi beach.
It should be a
safe family place
not a outdoor
drinking venue. I
visit most
weekends and
see lots of
drinking by
Yes permanent bans people and it's
not the place for No - I disagree
in place

I do not agree with any
of these options

As a user of my local light body
reserve in Tuakau, it is very
important that our cricket club has
the freedom to have a beer with
team mates and visiting teams,
most users of our club are
responsible and it is a big part of
No bans in place
the social fabric of community

I do not agree with any
of these options

With regard to Raglan, the
restrictions proposed are
significantly greater than those
required to address the issues
highlighted by Raglan police. There
is very little evidence of a high level
of crime and disorder during
No bans in place
daylight hours.
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Because 90
percent of
people who drink
at these places
are responsible,
police should be
allowed to focus
on criminals, not
law abiding
families having a
picnic at the
Agree with
beach
amendments
restrictions
applied to
Wainui Reserve
and Ngarunui
Beach
significantly
outweigh the
scale of the issue
the bylaw seeks
to address.
Police have not
noted any issues
of concern within No - I disagree

Not needed in I do not think Raglan
January and
needs a Seasonal
feb
Alcohol Ban

5pm to 9 am

alcohol in
public places is
rare, confined
to small areas
(eg centre of
town) and
late at night.
People should
be able to
(and most
already do)
drink
responsibility

No one needs
to be drinking
in public
places. NZ
had alcohol
issues I'd
people need
Yes I agree with these to drink in
public places.
proposed dates

Yes time
restrictions is a
good way to
control
I do not think Raglan
unresponsible needs a Seasonal
users
Alcohol Ban

Families have
a freedom to
have a beer
with their
picnic
liquor ban by
an entire
month to
capture the
long
Raglan Police
weekends is a
indicated from
bit heavy
2200hrs would
handed. If the
be appropriate
long
for Raglan
weekends are
WDC
an issue,
controlled
parks and
No I do not agree with simply state
reserves.
these proposed dates 23-6 and long

alcholol in
public places
is rare and
late at night.
People should
be able to
(and most
already do)
drink
I agree in part responsibility
but think the in these areas
area needs to on summer
be amended evenings.

I agree with
the proposal
to introduce a
seasonal
alcohol ban to
the Raglan
Ward

What evidence is there
this is needed or
I have lived here wanted?
for 5 years and
A blanket ban might stop
not see alcohol a few incidents but
consumption
penalise the majority
resulting in crime the areas are so large it
or disorderly
would be completely
supports Option 1
behavior.
unenforceable.
Permanent ban areas in
our town centres and near
outlets that sell alcohol
(areas identified in red on
the maps). supports the
proposal to make
permanent alcohol ban
areas at specific locations
Visit Karioitahi
(Wainui Reserve, Sunset
any weekend or
Beach, Karioitahi Beach
after 6 during
and Maraetai Bay).
summer months No need for anyone to
supports an alcohol time
when there is a drink alcohol in any
control in Council
low tide.
public place.

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Tax payers
Ward
freedom
absolutely
ridiculous. To
extend a 24/7
summer ban
to the whole
Raglan area is
I disagree with evidence
the proposal based. The
to introduce a issues raised
by Raglan
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to police focus
on the CBD.
the Raglan
The police
Ward

Most crime and
disorder occurs in
residential areas
and bars, not at
sports grounds
after a cricket or
football game
countless
incidences of
people enjoying a
sunset beer or
wine without any
crime or
disorderly
behavior
occurring. Yet
these would be
banned under
this heavy
handed

Tax paying law abiding
residents should have
freedoms at there local
sports ground that we
pay good money to use
document states
"Additionally, the Police
also recommend
extending the previous
timeframe to incorporate
busy holiday weekends,
in particular Auckland
Anniversary and
Waitangi day. As a result
of this, the timeframe
Council is proposing for
Raglan is 23 December to
10 February (previously

supports a 9pm to 9am ban
in Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades.
Doesn't support a seasonal
ban in Raglan.

Doesn't support any
proposal elements.
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Brian Voice
19 Ltd

I do not agree with any
of these options

Lots of
children
I play a lot of sport. Summer &
I want to be
around that
winter and enjoy having a couple of
able to have a
beers with team mates after the
beer after
Yes permanent bans A lot of children
Yes I agree with these time of the
year
game finished.
in place
at those places No - I disagree playing sport proposed dates
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I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

Players
should be
able to have a
drink after
playing their
No I cannot.
sport

My main concern is
around the Lightbody
Reserve where a lot of
sport takes place.
I strongly believe we
should be able to have a
drink after playing sport.
If I couldn't have a beer
after sport, I would most
likely give up playing.

supports Option 2.
supports the proposal to
introduce a 24/7 seasonal
alcohol ban in the Raglan
Ward area from 23
December to 10 February.

21

20 Bruce Nicholls Option 1

21 Dion Keppel

Nicholas
22 Roberts

No bans in place

I do not agree with any
of these options

I believe having a beer after sport
is not harming our community in
anyway.I have played rugby,cricket
and soccer at Lightbody reserve for
36 years and have never seen
trouble . Promoting activity is
important not making it less
I agree in part with
attractive to pursue.
amendments

Option 2

I partly agree with bans on the
main town streets, but not all
sports parks and recreation areas.
Tuakau has a number of good
sports community teams that
operate out of John Lightbody Rd
on Escotts Road. We enjoy a couple I agree in part with
of drinks after the game.
amendments

23 Bruce Ireland Option 1

24 Bob

Alcohol doesnt need to be
consumed in or around towns but
should be allowed in sports
grounds

Option 1

I don't think there is any need to
consume alcohol in our CBD's
outside of licensed premises

Freedom
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I agree in part with
amendments

No bans in place

to be able to
have a drink &
meal whilst
visiting these
types of places &
itâ€™s only the
very very few
that make it bad
for everyone
else. Maybe 2 or
3 time offences
to bad behaviour Agree with
can result in
amendments

No I do not agree with
these proposed dates

I do not believe
you have made a
case to ban
alcohol. explain
your reasons so
we can adopt a
Yes I agree
position
number of social
male and female
sports teams
playing at John
Lightbody
reserve. Such as
football, cricket,
rugby teams
which are very
responsible and
important to the
local community.
Yes I agree
We enjoy a

after 9pm does
not affect
sports teams,
or daytime
activities.
Trouble
normally
I do not think Raglan
happens after needs a Seasonal
9pm
Alcohol Ban
sensible option
and does not
exclude our
Tuakau teams
having a few
drinks after
sports. A
complete ban
is too extreme
and penalises
us. The
introduced
Yes I agree with these
timed bans is proposed dates

There are still
many people
who consume
alcohol sensibly
and would be
punished
unnecessarily by
a total
Agree with
permanent ban amendments

the park and
it's use. If
sports training
doesn't finish
until 9pm, then
9pm is too
early. If it's a
public reserve
adjacent to
houses, then
9pm in the
I do not think Raglan
winter time is needs a Seasonal
too late.
Alcohol Ban

freedom

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

No - I disagree freedom

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

Never

Less council is
better in
these
I disagree with matters, cost
the proposal of
to introduce a enforcemant
is more than
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to the small
problem by a
the Raglan
very few.
Ward

I truthfully have
not seen a issue
in Tuakau with
public Alcohol
consumption at
any sports
ground
involved in
Tuakau, I am not
aware of
widespread
serious issues of
irresponsible
Agree but
Timed 9pm to drink problems in
Timed 9pm to
9am alcohol a public place - it
is only an
9am alcohol
bans would
occasional issue.
bans would be I agree in part be more
I think you need
more sensible but think the sensible for
to be careful not
for sports
area needs to sports
to penalise the
reserves
be amended reserves
They do not
have a public
drinking
problem, so
why legislate

alcohol ban at sports
parks especially in the
changing sheds as it is
part of our culture to
have a drink after a good
game of sport. These
occasions are very rare
to get out of hand & the
alcohol driving limit has
made this even more
rare to see anyone have
more than 2 or 3 drinks.
supports option 1.
Also never have I seen

Why is the Lightbody
reserve included in the
town area, when it is 400
meters from the Town
thought on specific sport
parks and reserves Timed 9pm to 9am
alcohol bans would be
more sensible for sports
reserves such as John
Lightbody reserve in
Tuakau so that
responsible community
sports teams can still
enjoy a couple of drinks
after the game which is
important to us. You will

I have witnessed
people drinking in
town centres and
I don't think making others
there is any uncomfortable.
need to
I believe this is
consume
usually due to the
I agree in part alcohol in our noise and lack of
the area is too but think the CBD's outside inhibitions that
area needs to of licensed
drunkenness may
much of a
bring on.
be amended premises
blanket ban

freedom

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
freedom
Ward

none

supports a 9pm to 9am ban
in Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades.
Doesn't support a seasonal
ban in Raglan.

supports oiption 2. (urban
ban) supports a 9pm to
9am in Council controlled
parks reserves and
esplanades and a 24/7
seasonal alcohol ban in the
Raglan Ward area from 23
December to 10 February.

supports option 1.

you will always get
stupid people doing
stupid things. Fines will
not solve that problem.
Look to a better way to
address the issue

supports option 1 only.
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25 Craig Boyle

Debbie
26 Dalbeth

27 Hazel

28

***

Robin
29 Champion

I do not agree with any
of these options

Option 1

I do not agree with any
of these options

Option 1

Option 2

I play soccer for Tuakau Iâ€™m 50
years old and enjoy a responsible
beer with my team mates in the
locker room after a match we clean
No bans in place
up afterwards

If you go with option 2, Raglan
Rangitahi is not on the map and
should be included in the urban
area.

Acohol should only be served in
pubs hotels and in homes,

Reduction of public drinking is
desirable

Larger ban areas mean citizens
need to think about options for
where they drink.
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We play old boys
soccer at Tuakau
and enjoy a
responsible beer
after a match it it
not in the public
eye is in the
Yes I agree
locker room

Have no
problem with
that

Yes I agree with these
proposed dates

I agree in part
but think the
area needs to I dont live in
be amended Raglan

supports an alcohol control
ban from 9pm to 9am in
Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades
and a 24/7 seasonal
alcohol ban in the Raglan
Ward area from 23
December to 10 February.
Feels the raglan ward area
needs amending.

No I havent yet

Yes I agree with these
proposed dates

I agree with
the proposal
to introduce a
seasonal
alcohol ban to
the Raglan
Ward

There are often
broken bottles on
the beach and
roadsides
through Raglan.
Freedom
campers have
been reported as
drinking and
having parties in
the streets of
Raglan

supports option 1 and all
other proposal elements.

Because people
get drunk cause
havoc, leave
bottles or throw
Yes permanent bans them out their
Total ban is the Yes I agree with these
No - I disagree way to go
car windows
in place
proposed dates

I agree with
the proposal
to introduce a
seasonal
alcohol ban to
the Raglan
Ward

Yes beer and
wine bottles over
flowing bins,
thrown out of car
windows on the
way home,in
beautiful country
area s

supports a 24/7 seasonal
alcohol ban in the Raglan
Ward area from 23
December to 10 February
but not a24/7 seasonal
Raglan wad wide ban.

No

supports option 1 (rown
centre) and all other
proposals except a
seasonal Raglan wide ban.

They are natural
Yes permanent bans areas and key for
Yes I agree
biodiversity.
in place

Reduction of
Yes permanent bans public drinking is
Yes I agree
desirable
in place
consumption is
more
appropriate in
private home
areas, bars or
restaurants. No
need to drink in
public places.
Rubbish is often
left. Easier to
police if there is
Yes permanent bans a ban rather than
Yes I agree
no ban then
in place

Good idea

Sounds
reasonable to
allow picnics
with drinks or
early groups
who then
move on to
private
venues.

Yes I agree with these
proposed dates

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

I agree with
the proposal
Large groups to introduce a
of drinkers can seasonal
be a problem alcohol ban to
Yes I agree with these over summer the Raglan
Ward
season.
proposed dates

Please keep my
submission private
https://www.rnz.co.nz/n
ational/programmes/sun
day/audio/2018761747/
alcohol-related-assaultsin-nz-drop-afterrestrictions

Drinkers could
still drink in
bars,
restaurants
and homes.

Broken bottles
and cans in public
places are a
nuisance.

Research has shown time
and again that society
pays both a financial and
public health cost for
supports option 2 and all
uncontrolled alcohol use. other proposed elements.
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30 Jim Katu

Ben
31 Molineaux

Chayse
32 Painting

Option 1 with
amendments

Option 2

Option 2

Yes permanent bans
Child safety
in place

Adults should be free to enjoy a
picnic, bbq, or just an evening drink
in public, in public recreation areas.
Manage the behaviour and people
No bans in place
not the act.

Option 1

Option 1 with
33 Anne MPOyes amendments

34 Nadine Riwai

Adequate for the time being

No bans in place

I remember very well, as a young
person, the nuisance we must have
been to taxi and bus drivers, as
well as other pedestrians, when we
were inebriated. We must have
looked liked idiots (we were).
Residents and visitors don't want Yes permanent bans
to have the nuisance of p
in place

Focus on being safe , respectful &
reasonable
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I agree in part with
amendments

total ban
No - I disagree necessary
too early in
summer. 11pm
Public reserves,
in summer is
parks and
more
recreation areas
appropriate.
generally should
9pm in winter
be civilised and
is not
free spaces for
unreasonable.
people to enjoy a
As a
drink if they
compromise
wish. Manage
10pm year
the people and
round would
behaviour not
Agree with
the act.
amendments make it easier

It's part of the
Kiwi lifestyle to
have a wine or
beer at the
beach

Yes I agree

Water and booze
is never a mix.
Always ends in
some sort of
Yes I agree
tragedy.

Focus on being
safe , respectful
& reasonable

Agree with
amendments

Yes I agree with these
Good idea
proposed dates
disagree with
wholesale
bans in public
areas. Adults
drinking
responsibly in
public should
be free to do
so. Manage
the
I do not think Raglan people/behavi
our not the
needs a Seasonal
act.
Alcohol Ban

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

In summer,
young children
are still in
parks with
their parents.
They shouldn't
be exposed to
behaviour
I do not think Raglan
fuelled by
needs a Seasonal
alcohol.
Alcohol Ban

Focus on being
safe ,
I do not think Raglan
respectful &
needs a Seasonal
reasonable
Alcohol Ban

Time ban is
sufficient.
Kiwi's should
be able to
enjoy a beer
at the beach
to be a
responsible
attitude to
places such as
Raglan. I feel
at certain
times, they
need to have a
relaxation of
the rule, such
as New Year.
However,
there should

Focus on being
safe ,
respectful &
reasonable

I agree in part
but think the Some areas
area needs to would not
be amended require it

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

I agree in part
but think the
area needs to
be amended

I agree in part
but think the
area needs to
be amended

Too strict.
Adults should
be able to
decide for
themselves.
Compromise
would be a
9pm to 9am
ban
should have
the ban in
public places.
Restaurants
should have
their license
stating that
anyone under
the influence
should not be
served with
the license
under review

Focus on
being safe ,
respectful &
reasonable

When the
neighbours
parties spill out
on to the street
CBD. The 24/7
ban makes zero
difference to the
people who
decide to break
the law, and
makes all the
difference to
otherwise law
abiding people
who would
otherwise like to
enjoy a wine or

N/A

No

supports option 2 with
additional areas. supports
a ban at specific locations
(Wainui Reserve, Sunset
Beach, Karioitahi Beach
and Maraetai Bay)
supports a 24/7 seasonal
alcohol ban in the Raglan
Ward area from 23
December to 10 February
but feels the Raglan ward
area needs amending.

beautiful natural areas,
and these should be free
for people to enjoy with
a beer or wine if they so
decide. I accept anti
social behaviour can be a
problem, but that is
already dealt with under
various legislation that
should be used to target
the people being antisocial, not the people
who wish to enjoy a

Supoorts option 2 supports
a ban in Council controlled
parks reserves and
esplanades but from 11pm
in summer or 10 pm all
year. Doesn't support a
seasonal or Raglan ward
wide ban.

N/A

supports option 1 and a
9pm to 9am ban in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades. Doesn't
support a raglan seasonal
or ward wide ban.

I have not been
aware of or seen
any behaviour
resulting in the
above for many
No, thanks
years.
to all areas isnt helping ..
like stopping smoking
people still smoke and
pay more, increased
dairy crime. Then get
addicted to vaping when
It happens and
more in areas of other things that work
arent subsidised like
lower income,
nicorette inhaler. So
where lack of
drive, motivation regarding alcohol is to
& resources arent focus messaging on
helping the cycle being safe, respectful &
responsible
of addiction.

supports option 1 with
additional areas (not
specificed). supports a ban
areas at specific locations
(Wainui Reserve, Sunset
Beach, Karioitahi Beach
and Maraetai Bay and a
9pm to 9am ban in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades. Doesn't
think raglan needs a
seasonal ban.
Supports option 2 Spports
in part a ban areas at
specific locations (Wainui
Reserve, Sunset Beach,
Karioitahi Beach and
Maraetai Bay and a 9pm to
9am ban in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades. Doesn't
think raglan needs a
seasonal ban and feels area
needs amending.
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35 Andrew

36 pete pleydell

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

37 Marae Tukere Option 2

I do not agree with any
38 Jaime perham of these options

Debbie
39 Drabble

Becoming a nanny state

Option 2

40 Sarah Amoore Option 1

people should be free to enjoy a
glass of wine or beer while
enjoying outdoors and views.

You cant take
away the right for
people to have a
few drinks
because a very
small percentage
cant handle their
Dont do it
alcohol

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

NONEATTHE
PORT

No bans in place

People like to go
out and enjoy
the day by
having a few
No - I disagree
drinks

No bans in place

WE DONT HAVE
A PUB IN THIS
AREA AND DRINK
RESPONSABLY
WHILE
No - I disagree
FISHING....

No I do not agree with
these proposed dates

too restrictive

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
needs more
flexibility not Alcohol Ban to
No I do not agree with everyone goes the Raglan
Ward
these proposed dates stupid.

I agree in part with
amendments

Sensible consumption of alcohol
should be allowed in certain public
areas shown on the maps when in
private vehicles or being shared
No bans in place
with food

I agree to alcohol to be used at
beaches, parks etc for picnic or
outings as such and alcohol not to I agree in part with
be used in and around towns.
amendments

Option 1 is preference, as
occasionally it would be nice to sit
on a beach watching the sunset
I agree in part with
with a glass of wine.
amendments
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I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

Yes I agree

makes sense

Problem
drinking will
also occur
during the day
if that is the
Sensible
purpose.
consumption of
alcohol should be
Sensible
allowed in
drinking with a
certain public
meal and view I do not think Raglan
areas shown on
should be
needs a Seasonal
No - I disagree allowed
the maps
Alcohol Ban

only for
recreational use
not groups of
large proportions Yes I agree
Their is SLSC at
these areas, and
lifeguards need
to be able to
relax socially
after stressful
days. Also SLSC
rely on functions
including
weddings to
raise funds for
maintenance of Agree with
their facilities.
amendments

just silly
youngsters
getting out of
control.
address the underlying issues
actual issue that could be
which is
addressed. This
irresponsible type of bylaw
and
does nothing to
uncontrolled address those
Sensible
and only does
consumption I disagree with drinking. It
more to
of alcohol such the proposal unfairly
stereotype, allow
as with a
to introduce a punishes
those who
entry to justice
picnic meal
Seasonal
overlooking a Alcohol Ban to can sensibly system, and
enjoy a drink encourage
view should
the Raglan
with a meal mischievous
be allowed
Ward

I agree in part
but think the
area needs to
be amended

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

As stated in
question about
Wainui
reserve, and
obviously 9pm
is too early to
stop a wedding
or function
Yes I agree with these
drinking
proposed dates

Over this
period Raglan
is busy and we
want to limit
the chance of
violence and
people getting
out of control
in public plaes.

I agree in part
but think the
area needs to
be amended See above

Doesnt support any
proposal elements or agree
with the dates of a Raglan
ban from Dec to Feb.

Doesnt support any
STOP BEING FUN POLICE proposal elements.
supports option 2
Suppports a 9pm to 9am
ban in Council controlled
parks reserves and
esplanades. Doesn't agree
with Raglan ban dates Dec
to Feb.

Address the actual issues
of irresponsible drinking,
violence, and littering
rather than having a
blanket bylaw which
allows police to patrol for
specific stereotypes and
unfairly punishes and
marks entry to justice
Doesn't support any
system
proposal elements.

supports option 2. supports
an alcohol ban areas at
specific locations (Wainui
Reserve, Sunset Beach,
Karioitahi Beach and
Maraetai Bay) for large
groups. supports a 9pm to
9am ban in Council
controlled parks reserves
In the towns and
and esplanades,
bars in town
lifesaving clubrooms
Spports option 1. supports
could be excluded from a ban areas at specific
locations (Wainui Reserve,
the ban.
Sunset Beach, Karioitahi
This needs to be an
Beach and Maraetai Bay)
exemption for the full
but would like lifeguards to
year.
Would be great if it could be able to socialise.
supports a 24/7 seasonal
include.
alcohol ban in the Raglan
Alcohol can only be
Ward area from 23
consumed within the
clubrooms/deck area of December to 10 February.
Feels raglan ward area
clubrooms
I cant recall
Alcohol can be brought needs amending.
anything
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41 Phil Amos

Adrian
42 Morton

John
43 Cunningham

Dennis
44 Amoore

45 Te Awhina

Option 2

I do not agree with any
of these options

Option 2

Option 1

I do not agree with any
of these options

To many people drinking on the
streets.

I agree in part with
amendments

Do we really need draconian (are
these religious advocates
proposing the bylaw??) bylaws
such as being proposed (by whom
is driving these laws?). Why is
WDC using a blanket law to
No bans in place
manage a few itinerant people?

A family should
be able to have a
wine or a beer
while having a
Yes I agree
picnic or BBQ.
my rights to
enjoy public
space. This
impacts on a
majority of
responsible
people who may
enjoy a picnic
with a wine or a
quiet sunset
drink. Why
aren't council
No - I disagree
focus on

Seems fair

Do we really
need blanket
laws to
manage a
minority!

No alcohol drinking in these public Yes permanent bans Bad example for
Time should be
No - I disagree 6pm to 9am
places
in place
young people
exclusion to
consume alcohol
within the surf
life clubrooms
for private
functons as the
life gurads like to
relax with a drink
after hot day on
patrol, also club
rooms are
I agree in part with occasionaly hired
Yes I agree
out to raise
amendments

I don't like majority of the proposal No bans in place
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I think it will be
worse off for
everyone and
using police time
No - I disagree
ineffectively

I agree in part
but think the
Raglan is a
area needs to
family
Holiday
Yes I agree with these
be amended
spot.
proposed dates

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
At maximum, Alcohol Ban to
after 9pm to the Raglan
Ward
9am.

Removes
Yes I agree with these alcohol from
public places
proposed dates

have seen so
many issues with
public fighting on
streets and all
have alcohol in
Raglan is a
holiday spot their hands.
for families
Police and
who should ambulance turn
be able to
up but Police
have a glass never ever take
of wine or a alcohol off the
beer with a
crowd. We
picnic or BBQ. already have a
bylaw. The
would be good if
majority of
WDC provided
people are
this
reasonable
information/rese
and sensible arch to support
about
policy decisions.
consuming
Unfortunately
alcohol in
there are plenty
public places. of crime and
It will be
disorderly
waste of
conduct without
police effort alcohol, of which
to manage
the police have

I agree with
the proposal
to introduce a
seasonal
alcohol ban to Removes
the Raglan
alcohol from
Ward
public places No

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
Focus on
the Raglan
raglan
township area Ward

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

Does not
need to cover
the whole
no
ward

Nope

ability to enforce these
laws themselves and not
put more work on our
already overloaded
police force. Council
needs to start putting up
more Street cameras
especially in Huntly and
Ngaruawahia. These
were promised about 3
years ago for Huntly but
once again a false
promise.

supports option 2 and a
9pm to 9am in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades. supports
a 24/7 seasonal alcohol ban
in the Raglan Ward area
from 23 December to 10
February but feels area of
Raglan ward bamn needs
to be amended.

minority is unreasonable
and impinges on
democratic rights. It is
unclear how cafe's and
restaurants are affected
and how restrictive it is
for them to apply for
outside dining and
alcohol consumption so
people can enjoy a drink
while dining outside.
WDC needs to ensure it Doesn't support any
is easy for our
proposal elements.
ban for areas at specific
locations (Wainui Reserve,
Sunset Beach, Karioitahi
Beach and Maraetai Bay).
Feels an alcohol control
from 6pm to 9am in
Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades.
supports a 24/7 seasonal
alcohol ban in the Raglan
Ward area from 23
December to 10 February
and a 24/7 Seasonal
surf livfe saving club its
important that guards
have to opportunity to
relax and socialise as
team following a patrol
and as there are 3-4
teams that rotate
through the season its
important that they can
socialise together as a
team as their success on
the beach is based on
team work.

Supports option 1. and a
9pm to 9am ban in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades. Requests
the surf life saving clud at
raglan be exempt so
members can socialise.

Doesn't support any
proposal elements.
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46 Taylor

I do not agree with any
of these options

47 Lili Tukutama Option 2

48 Julia Blair

Melysa
49 Tapiata

Rodney
51 Pilbrow

People sometimes drink too much
I donâ€™t think
and the effects of drinking alcohol Yes permanent bans alcohol is needed
Yes I agree
arenâ€™t always positive
there
in place

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

***
50

No bans in place

Option 1

I do not agree with any
of these options

It will be a waste
of police time
policing these
No - I disagree
new bans

No bans in place

A permanent blanket ban of urban
areas in my view is unnecessary
and takes away some of our rights Yes permanent bans
and freedoms
in place
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Discourage
drinking/partyi
ng in these
areas and
I donâ€™t
dumping of
Yes I agree with these think its
rubbish
needed there
proposed dates

i dont go to these
places so im not
worried if theres
a ban or not
Yes I agree

no

Agree with
amendments

i like the idea
of it just being
at certain
times 9-9 is
reasonable
policed
correctly this
shouldnt be
an issue, but
there are no
police in
Meremere
which leads
me to believe
this wont be
policed,
therefore I
believe all

No - I disagree no

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

No

Doesn't support any
proposal elements.

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
For
Ward
exceptions?

Canâ€™t
remember where
but those that
were drinking
were too noisy. No

Supports option 2 and a
24/7 seasonal alcohol ban
in the Raglan Ward area
from 23 December to 10
February.

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
1 Ward

No I do not agree with
1 these proposed dates

1 Yes I agree

When alcohol is abused it ends in
abuse. Id much rather meet a sober
person in the street rather than an
intoxicated one, if anyone chooses
to get intoxicated the general
public shouldnt have to deal with
encountering an aggressive drunk Yes permanent bans Refer to answer
person.
in place
one

The area outlined as a permanent
ban area for Te Kauwhata includes
my property at 54 Scott Rd, Te
No bans in place
Kauwhata

No I do not agree with
these proposed dates

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
i dont live
Seasonal
there so its
not my choice Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
to decide
Ward

Yes I agree with these
proposed dates

I agree in part
but think the
area needs to
be amended

No I do not agree with
these proposed dates no

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
no
Ward

1 nil

no

Doesn't support proposals.

my biggest
concern is that
people drink
down at the
skatepark and
when we go
there sometimes
theres smashed
bottles
everywhere
which makes it
unsafe for
children to play,
here in
Meremere I here
parties and
drinking
happening, not
one has ended
without a fight of
some description.
Its a toxic
depressant that is
destroying
families and our
community. I see

None

Regards, Mike.

Permanent ban areas in
our town centres and near
outlets that sell alcohol
(areas identified in red on
the maps), but would like it
to include Taniwha St
Meremere in the ban.
supports the proposal to
make permanent alcohol
ban areas at specific
locations (Wainui Reserve,
Sunset Beach, Karioitahi
Beach and Maraetai Bay).

You need to reissue the
proposed ban area plan
without it including my
property at 54 Scott
Road Te Kauwhata

Doesn't support any of the
proposal elements. States
the ban 'includes his
property'.

Id like to keep my
submission confidential
and not made public
information.
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52 David Whyte

***
53

James
54 Yearsley

Option 2

Option 1 with
amendments

Option 1

See Appendix 2A

Please include Taniwha St
Meremere in the ban - no-exit
street where cars park up inexplicably left off the ban area
map - EXACTLY the place that
needs a ban. I'm elderly /
unwell/disabled / often housesit
for family / feel unsafe with
random traffic.

This question is
required, but
HCB does not
have anything to
say on this
matter. But I
I agree in part with have to tick an
Agree with
option
amendments
amendments
the beach which
is a designated
"road" - after
sitting and
drinking in their
cars at the beach
- a previously
"accepted" now
outdated public
behaviour /
unsafe for
Yes permanent bans everyone
including families No - I disagree
in place

As long as
exemptions for
social gatherings,
community
events and
As long as exemptions for social
gatherings, community events and Yes permanent bans similar occasions Agree with
are still possible. amendments
similar occasions are still possible. in place

55 Pare Edwards Option 1
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Yes permanent bans
Its a public place. Yes I agree
in place

Think that the
time should be
1/2 hour after
sunset, or
reduced hours
in Winter. ie
gets dark 4
hours before
9pm in winter
behaviour to
drink at all
times of day
and night especially at
beaches /
makes no
sense to have
unrestricted
alcohol in the
daytime /still
in their system
when they are

This question
is required,
but HCB does
not have
anything to
say on this
matter. But I
No I do not agree with have to tick an
these proposed dates option
at these
seasonal times
but also needs
a ban at other
times as
these beaches
are a distance
to drive town
and their
homes and
that mean
Yes I agree with these unsafe road
driving (faster
proposed dates

I believe 10pm
to 10am would I do not think Raglan
be a better
needs a Seasonal
time frame
Alcohol Ban

Its a public
place.

Yes I agree with these
proposed dates

See Appendix 2A

Permanent ban areas that
encompass our towns
entire urban areas
excluding parks reserves
and esplanades (areas
identified in black dotted
lines on the maps).
supports proposal for
permanent alcohol ban
areas at specific locations
(Wainui Reserve, Sunset
Beach, Karioitahi Beach
and Maraetai Bay) with

most helpful laws as
possible about alcohol in
those public places (I am
not a non-drinker and
dont want to spoil
someone elses "party"
but there are places this
should not be happening
in this day and age. It is
a pity as it would be
civilised to be able to
have some alcohol at a
family picnic but I 'm

Permanent ban areas in
our town centres and near
outlets that sell alcohol
(areas identified in red on
the maps), but would like it
to include Taniwha St
Meremere in the ban.
supports the proposal to
make permanent alcohol
ban areas at specific
locations (Wainui Reserve,
Sunset Beach, Karioitahi
Beach and Maraetai Bay).

problem from the use of
recreational drugs in
these areas such as the
nitrous-oxide and the
littering of these is more
common than alcohol.
The bylaw should also
consider drug use and
the possible results from
the upcoming
There is some
referendum on
public littering
recreational cannabis in
near the skate
park in Tamahere NZ. I think there are

Permanent ban areas in
our town centres and near
outlets that sell alcohol
(areas identified in red on
the maps), as long as
exemptions for social
gatherings, community
events and similar
occasions. supports the
introduction of timed
alcohol control in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades,

No

Permanent ban areas in
our town centres and near
outlets that sell alcohol
(areas identified in red on
the maps). supports the
proposal to make
permanent alcohol ban
areas at specific locations
(Wainui Reserve, Sunset
Beach, Karioitahi Beach
and Maraetai Bay).
supports the introduction
of timed alcohol control

This question
is required,
but HCB does
not have
anything to
I agree in part say on this
but think the matter. But I
area needs to have to tick
Pls see attached
be amended an option
doc
unwell / disabled
and periodically
stay at my sons
place on my own
to house and
dogsit and I
personally
I agree with
observe the
the proposal
behaviour and
to introduce a
have the feeling
seasonal
of being unsafe
alcohol ban to
in my family's
the Raglan
home because of
Ward

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

I agree with
the proposal
to introduce a
seasonal
alcohol ban to
the Raglan
Ward

No
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56 Geraldine

I do not agree with any
of these options
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No bans in place

Banning it
completely takes
away from
responsible
people wanting
to enjoy
Agree with
themselves
amendments

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

No

No

Partly supports the
introduction of timed
alcohol control from 9pm
to 9am in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades, with
changes, but these are not
specified.
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I do not agree with any
57 Marie Nicholls of these options

Madelien
58 Scholten

Donna
59 Mataira

60 Chris Rayner

Lianne
61 HOLLAND

Simone
62 Lourens

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

Option 1

From observing people drinking in
public most are responsible adults
No bans in place
picnicking .

Reason as above
.
No - I disagree

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

Most people that drink in public do
not disturb anyone. I don't think
that they should be punished for
No bans in place
the few that do.

Most people
that drink in
public do not
Most people that
disturb
drink in public do
anyone. I don't
not disturb
think that they
anyone. I don't
should be
think that they
punished for I do not think Raglan
should be
the few that
punished for the
needs a Seasonal
No - I disagree do.
few that do.
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

Such beautiful spots for picnics and
a cold beer or a glass of wine drinking in moderation is what the
No bans in place
focus should be

As above

Raglan needs to be treated
differently we do not have the
same problems like Huntly & Nga ! No bans in place

you are
removing the
rights of people
to have a nice
glass of wine or
beer respectfully
at the park
benches over
looking the
beach ! Total
overreach from
local government Yes I agree

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

No bans in place

I this is a solution to a problem
which doesn't exist which will
create more issues with
criminalising and fining people for
and removing some culture from
the city. Lets look at big European
No bans in place
cites as examples
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Ban drunk and
disorderly, not
permanent
alcohol
consumption

Yes I agree

No - I disagree

I would
promote
drinking in
moderation

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I think 9pm to
9am is a
reasonable
Yes I agree with these
compromise
proposed dates

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

Because it will
stop culture and
enjoyment in
town (picnics in
the park etc). It is
also an
unnecessary
solution to an
I do not think Raglan
issue which does
Because we do needs a Seasonal
No
I
disagree
not exist.
not need a ban Alcohol Ban

Let people
enjoy their
summer.

No incidents
observed .

Doesn't support any of the
proposal elements.

No incidents
witnessed.

Doesn't support any of the
proposal elements.

People should
be able to
I disagree with enjoy a cold
the proposal beer ot wine
to introduce a after fishing
Let people
along with a
enjoy Raglan - Seasonal
but encourage Alcohol Ban to picnic etc and Abuse of drugs
around the
the Raglan
drinking in
and alcohol is the
BBQ
Ward
moderation
problem

The area is
again way too
massive and
removes civil
liberties for
I agree in part law abiding
but think the citizens who
area needs to pay their
No
be amended rates
I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
we do not
have an issues Alcohol Ban to
with drinking the Raglan
It is not
in the street Ward
needed

supports the introduction
of timed alcohol control
from 9pm to 9am in
Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades.
Permanent ban areas in
our town centres and near
I think this proposal is a outlets that sell alcohol
(areas identified in red on
massive over reach of
WDC and that Raglan is the maps). supports the
very different from other introduction of timed
towns in the district and alcohol control from 9pm
to 9am in Council
needs to be treated as
controlled parks reserves
such so as not to
and esplanades. Partly
undermine our tourist
industry that has already supports the proposal to
introduce a 24/7 seasonal
taken a big hit from
alcohol ban in the Raglan
Covid !

None

Doesn't support any of the
proposal elements.

time in town in
Raglan during the
day and in the
evening, and the
only incident I
have ever
witnessed were
issues which
began in bars and
in these instances
no one had been
drinking in the
street. I feel a

Doesn't support any of the
proposal elements.
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63 Cathie. W

64 Sueze Morris

GORDON
65 MILLS

66 Julia

67 Ross French

I do not agree with any
of these options

No bans in place

I agree in part with
amendments

Option 1

Option 1

Obvious

No bans in place

I do not agree with any
of these options

I think people should have freedom
to enjoy a beverage in nature.
Perhaps educating people about
keeping space respectful and clean
No bans in place
is a better solution.

I do not agree with any
of these options

I've been here 4 years had have
never seen any reason to have a
ban... For the amount of tourists
this town sees each year's the
behaviour is outstanding by most.
What a waste of time and money
to even think about this.
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No bans in place

Locals are pretty
responsible it's
just the visitors
who overstep
boundrys and
disrespect our
Yes I agree
area.

Will there be
exceptions to
events such as
weddings etc?

Yes I agree

Having a beer or
glass of wine at a
beach picnic
should not be
Yes I agree
banned

Yes I agree with these
proposed dates

Yes I agree with these
proposed dates

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

Why should
we?
should have
should have
freedom to
freedom to
enjoy a
enjoy a
beverage in
beverage in
I think people
nature.
nature.
should have
freedom to enjoy
Perhaps
Perhaps
a beverage in
educating
educating
nature. Perhaps
people about
people about
educating people
keeping space
keeping space
about keeping
respectful and
respectful and
space respectful
clean is a
clean is a
and clean is a
better
No I do not agree with better
better solution. No - I disagree solution.
these proposed dates solution.

Same as above.
I do not think Raglan
Why this is a
needs a Seasonal
thing I've no idea No - I disagree Same as above Alcohol Ban

No just litter
bugs..

of timed alcohol control
from 9pm to 9am in
Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades.
Partly supports the
proposal to introduce a
24/7 seasonal alcohol ban
in the Raglan Ward area
from 23 December to 10
February, but would like
the areas to be amended.
No further details
provided.

I have not
witnessed any

Permanent ban areas in
our town centres and near
outlets that sell alcohol
(areas identified in red on
the maps). Partly supports
the proposal for
permanent alcohol ban
areas at specific locations
(Wainui Reserve, Sunset
Beach, Karioitahi Beach
and Maraetai Bay) but
would like for there to be
exceptions for 'events' (i.e.

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

No

supports Option 1 Permanent ban areas in
our town centres and near
outlets that sell alcohol
(areas identified in red on
the maps). supports the
introduction of timed
alcohol control from 9pm
to 9am in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades.

should have
freedom to
enjoy a
beverage in
nature.
Perhaps
I disagree with educating
the proposal people about
to introduce a keeping space
Seasonal
respectful and
Alcohol Ban to clean is a
the Raglan
better
solution.
Ward

I think people
should have
freedom to enjoy
a beverage in
nature. Perhaps
educating people
about keeping
space respectful
and clean is a
better solution.

Doesn't support any of the
proposal elements.

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

Liquor bans don't
stop this.....Dick
heads don't care
about the law
when they want
to have a fight or
vandalise
something.

Put money into
education about taking
your waste with you this
is the only problem with
alcohol in public spaces
here and that can be
improved by promoting Doesn't support any of the
being a tidy kiwi
proposal elements.

I agree in part
but think the
area needs to
be amended

I agree in part
but think the
area needs to
be amended

No
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Elizabeth
68 Milne

Damian
69 Mahara

70 Chris J Tolley

71 Tahli

72 Safia Pitel

I do not agree with any
of these options

Raglan is a holiday destination.
People like to picnic relax outdoors
with occasional alcohol. Have seen
very little disruption ban will not
No bans in place
stop determined trouble makers

I do not agree with any
of these options

Option 1

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

No bans in place

The current system in Raglan works
No bans in place
well

Unnecessary
restrictions

Not needed

I agree with
the proposal
to introduce a
seasonal
alcohol ban to
the Raglan
Ward

Apart from
occasional loud
music noise I am
not aware of any
such behaviour

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

No

The ban should I do not think Raglan
start later, say needs a Seasonal
at 11-00pm
Alcohol Ban

I agree with
the proposal
to introduce a
seasonal
alcohol ban to
the Raglan
Ward

No

Agree with
amendments

No - I disagree

This is obsurd . People should be
able to move freely in a community
as long as they are respectfully
doing so . And as a member of this
community , majority of the
citizens here are respectful and can
do the right thing. Taking this
No bans in place
choiceaway is wrong

Agree with
It is unnecessary amendments
It is
understandable
to want to
prevent alcohol
abuse in public
areas , but you
do not need to
ban something
that majority of
todayâ€™s
society are
willing to be
Agree with
sensible with
amendments

These options are going against our
No bans in place
liberties

I don't agree
with any of these
statements.Think
of the outdoors
entertainment
and all the
popular summer
No - I disagree
events
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This is most
likely time for
disorderly
behaviour due
to influx of
teenage
Yes I agree with these holiday
makers
proposed dates

I agree this is
better than
completely
banning
alcohol
consumption
in a
Community

Families
should be
allowed to
drink
responsibly at
a bbq in public
. Itâ€™s then
up to
authority to
No I do not agree with step in if they
these proposed dates do not .

This is going
against our
freedom to
enjoy a drink
while fishing

I disagree
because In this
case, we
would only be
able to enjoy a
drink in a
private
establishment.

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

Partly supports the
introduction of timed
alcohol control (original
proposal 9pm to 9am) in
Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades,
but would like some
changes which are
unspecified. supports the
proposal introduce a 24/7
seasonal alcohol ban in the
Raglan Ward area from 23
December to 10 February.

Doesn't support any of the
proposal elements.
Permanent ban areas in
our town centres and near
outlets that sell alcohol
(areas identified in red on
the maps). Partly supports
the introduction of timed
alcohol control (original
proposal 9pm to 9am) in
Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades,
but thinks it should be from
11pm. It is unclear whether
the Seasonal Alcohol ban is

24/7 is
ridiculous .
How about
something
more like
after 9pm and
to the early
I agree in part hours to
but think the prevent
area needs to parties in
None.
be amended parks etc

supports the introduction
of timed alcohol control
from 9pm to 9am in
Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades.
Partly supports the
introduction of a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to the entire
Raglan Ward, but only from
9pm till the early hours of
the morning - to prevent
'parties in the park'.

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

Doesn't support any of the
proposal elements.

Underage
drinking, not
supervised
Excessive
consumption of
alcohol, binge
drinking.
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Julia
73 Darlington

Shirleen
74 Williams

Sebastien
75 Boulay

Orlaith
76 Brennan

Andrew
77 Swinton

I do not agree with any
of these options

Option 2

Because once again when you
want to sit end of town with a glass
of wine watching the sun, I like the
idea of banning it from 9pm - 7am No bans in place

Because we have beaches and
areas for picnics and family days
out, we have outside concerts.
Local people enjoy days at the
beach and parks etc...we walk to
beaches and parks. These laws
affected people who live here.

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

Option 1

I have never witnessed any anti
social behaviour due to alcohol

No bans in place

Takes away our
freedom of
choice. We have
the right to enjoy
our surrounding
areas in the way Agree with
that suits us.
amendments

No bans in place

..

No bans in place

Many people
enjoy relaxing at
the beach and
the reserve to
watch our
spectacular
sunsets. Again I
have never
witnessed any
troubling
Agree with
behaviour.
amendments

Don't want drunks about town, but
parks and beach areas should be
No bans in place
fine.
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Why do they
need to be
permanent, your
taking away the
enjoyment of
being able to
enjoy a glass of
wine or beer
with dinner on
Yes I agree
the beach

You only need
it for a month
from 23/12Itâ€™s nice to
mid Januaryhave a glass of
once the
wine watching
the sun go
No I do not agree with visitors start
down
these proposed dates to go home

We are a
tourist town,
these areas
accompany
tourist

No - I disagree

Beacause having
a beer at the
beach isn't a silly
idea, not being
Yes I agree
able to is.

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

Only during
Xmas/New Years
festive season,
every other time
seems to be ok
is this to
Disorderly
control tourist behavior are
usually caused by
or visitors?
Please think visitors to the the
town, why should
of the local
people who tax payers have
I disagree with work all year to suffer, we live
here all year and
the proposal so that our
can't enjoy some
to introduce a council can
Seasonal
dictate what days out with
Alcohol Ban to we can do in family at the park
glass of wine will Taking away the rights of
the Raglan
our
community l. be not allowed
Ward
the people

No I do not agree with
these proposed dates

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

I see the
benefit of no
overnight
I do not think Raglan
alcohol, maybe needs a Seasonal
from 11pm
Alcohol Ban

Because its
reasonable.

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

This is totally
unnecessary, I
have never
witnessed or
been bothered
by drunken
behavior. I
have
previously
enjoyed a
wine or a beer
at these
locations.

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

Its too
broader area,
what happens
if people get
married at the
beach, have a
Because
Aucklanders I agree in part picnic or
and Hamilton but think the simply want
area needs to to watch the
Yes I agree with these visitors are
idiots.
be amended sunset?
proposed dates

Permanent ban areas that
encompass our towns
entire urban areas
excluding parks reserves
and esplanades (areas
identified in black dotted
lines on the maps). Partly
supports the introduction
of timed alcohol control
from 9pm to 9am in
Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades,
but wants changes since

Doesn't support any of the
proposal elements.

..

We have been
enjoying the
area with no
trouble in
regard to
drunken
None
behaviour.

supports the introduction
of timed alcohol control
from 9pm to 9am in
Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades.
supports the proposal to
introduce a 24/7 seasonal
alcohol ban in the Raglan
Ward area from 23
December to mid January,
stating that is when the
visitors start to go home.

There could be some
merit in a later overnight
ban but I donâ€™t think
it is a pressing issue.

Maybe think about if
you, the council
employee reading this
ever wants to have a
drink at sunset in Raglan
Drunk guy
busking outside watching the sun dip on
a hot summers day,
SuperValue in
Raglan recently, cause if you don't, I'd
probably think about
fights at new
years a few years your friends and family
that do.
ago.

Partly supports the
introduction of timed
alcohol control (original
proposal 9pm to 9am) in
Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades,
but thinks it should be from
11pm.
endorsing permanent ban
areas in Raglan's town
centres and near outlets
that sell alcohol (areas
identified in red on the
maps). supports the
introduction of timed
alcohol control from 9pm
to 9am in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades. Partly
supports the proposal to
introduce a 24/7 Seasonal
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Christian
78 Hasselholdt

Elizabeth
79 Shaw

Stephanie
80 Field

81 Sue Webber

Option 1

Option 1

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
82 Dorothy Wray of these options

I think the identified areas are
quite sufficient as it covers key
points that need to be protected or
flash points, any extension would
disproportionately impact the
No bans in place
wider community

Personal opinion

No bans in place

We live in such a beautiful little
seaside town and itâ€™s so nice to
be able to enjoy a glass of wine or
No bans in place
beer with a meal outdoors.

A ban of this
nature would
disproportionatel
y impact good
citizens, banning
alcohol in these
locations isn't
going to fix the
problems
perceived in this
Yes I agree
case

This is much
more
reasonable and
won't impact
the innocent
discerning
I do not think Raglan
drinker too
needs a Seasonal
much
Alcohol Ban

Agree with
Personal opinion amendments

Time

These are
beautiful areas
for sitting and
enjoying a drink. Yes I agree

If there needs
to ban I think
putting in
timed control
could be a
No I do not agree with
better option. these proposed dates

No I do not agree with personal
these proposed dates opinion

I disagree most strongly, I'm 57
years old and if I can't make the
decision to have a glass of wine or
a beer with a picnic or fish and
chips while looking out at the
water, then there is something
very wrong in the world. You have
No bans in place
no right to dictate.

See above,
people should be
allowed to make
Again, not your I do not think Raglan
their own
decision on my needs a Seasonal
No - I disagree choices.
choices.
Alcohol Ban

Its unrealistic

We won't be
able to have
picnics with
drinks
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No bans in place

Yes I agree

The entire
ward is too
much and will
disproportiona
tely impact
the wider
community

We don't
Yes I agree with these
picnics at night proposed dates

See above,
the entire
I agree in part Ward would
but think the be draconian
area needs to and impact
New years eve in
be amended too many
town centre x 1

endorsing permanent ban
areas in Raglan's town
centres and near outlets
that sell alcohol (areas
identified in red on the
maps). supports the
introduction of timed
alcohol control from 9pm
to 9am in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades. Partly
supports the proposal to
introduce a 24/7 Seasonal

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Personal
Ward
opinion

Fights in Bow St

endorsing permanent ban
areas in Raglan's town
centres and near outlets
that sell alcohol (areas
identified in red on the
maps). Partly supports the
introduction of timed
alcohol control from 9pm
to 9am in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades, but makes
reference to amending
'time'. No further details

No

supports the introduction
of timed alcohol control
from 9pm to 9am in
Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades,
because would prefer for
there to be 'timed control'.

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

any incidences as
stated above. The
proposals are
extreme to the
point of being
Not your
ridiculous, the
decision.
vast majority of
Seriously,
I disagree with
people are
police the area the proposal Not
perfectly capable
if you're so
to introduce a necessary,
of enjoying a
concerned
Seasonal
this kind of
about the
Alcohol Ban to control over drink without
causing a bloody Stick it in the recycling
minority who the Raglan
people is
go overboard Ward
unacceptable riot. Whatever
bin,

I agree in part
but think the Christmas to
area needs to new year is
be amended o.k

No

No

Doesn't support any of the
proposal elements.
Partly supports the
proposal to introduce a
24/7 Seasonal Alcohol Ban
to the entire Raglan Ward,
but only from Christmas to
New Years
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83 Fay Knyvett

I do not agree with any
of these options
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No bans in place

As it I'd nice to
go down for a
bbq/picnic have
a few drinks with
friends and
Yes I agree
family

No I do not agree with
these proposed dates

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

Only in after
hours in the parks

supports the introduction
of timed alcohol control
from 9pm to 9am in
Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades,
because would like to see
some control 'after hours
in parks'.
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84 Tanya Wilson Option 1

Annette
85 White

86 Inger Kite

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
87 Simone Carter of these options

88 Tim Carter

I do not agree with any
of these options

No bans in place

Not an option

There are already liquor ban areas
and I think responsible alcohol
consumption is ok in public places. No bans in place

Because that is way to restrictive.
It's unnecessary. .

This is way too overboard and
waste of rates money!

89 Ash McKnight Option 1

BenFulford90 Talbot

I do not agree with any
of these options

No bans in place

No bans in place

No bans in place

No bans in place

Because it's not actually a problem.
Police can deal with anyone thats
troublesome. I also love a wine or a
beer on the beach like a
responsible Adult like anywhere
No bans in place
else in the world.
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Because it takes
away from civil
liberties and
causes work for
police who are
No - I disagree
already busy

A lot of sensible
people picnic
here

Yes I agree

I have had many
BBQs at Wainui
reserve with
alcohol and been
to weddings
there with
alcohol also.
Iâ€™d hate to
Agree with
see you ban it!! amendments

We do not need
that much
restriction in
No - I disagree
Raglan.

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I do not think Raglan
A bit of control needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban
after hours

Have never
seen an issue

Because I
doubt it will be
policed and
taxpayer will
pay more to
enforce?
I think it can
Otherwise I
No I do not agree with stop after new
donâ€™t care. these proposed dates year.

Because it's
No I do not agree with way too
these proposed dates restrictive .

Restricting
If someones
being rowdy
arrest them.
Otherwise I like
to enjoy a beer
or wine on the
beach.

No - I disagree

No

supports the introduction
of timed alcohol control
from 9pm to 9am in
Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades,
because would like to see
some control 'after hours'.

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

Why does the
whole area
need to be
covered???
Stupid
overreaching
attempt at
No
control

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

It is way to
restrictive.
We do not
need to such I have seen no
restrictions in incidents at all in
Raglan.
Raglan.

No

You donâ€™t need to try
control the entire area
when thereâ€™s actually
statistically not enough
ongoing issues to
Doesn't support any of the
warrant it!!
proposal elements.

Doesn't support any of the
proposal elements.

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to Raglan is
the Raglan
absolutely
Ward
fine as it is.

I have not seen
any incidents at
all. This is totally This is totally
overboard.
unnecessary.

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

No

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

None

We do not need
This is
a liquor ban like
restrictive and No I do not agree with This is not
No - I disagree unnecessary. these proposed dates needed.
this in Raglan.

Agree with
amendments

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to There dose.
the Raglan
To be a
Ward
problem.

No

supports Option 1,
endorsing permanent ban
areas in Raglan's town
centres and near outlets
that sell alcohol (areas
identified in red on the
maps)

no

Doesn't support any of the
proposal elements.

Doesn't support any
proposed elements.
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91 Jade Hyslop

92 M Simmonds

Lars
93 Echterhoff

94 Jade Klenner

Rebecca
95 Picard

96 Zoe Vaile

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

Option 1

I do not agree with any
of these options

Option 1 with
amendments

There is no evidence to support
that an alcohol ban in these areas
is linked to public disorder
compared to the majority who
benefit from a recreational drink

No bans in place

There is no
evidence to
support that an
alcohol ban in
these areas is
linked to public
disorder
compared to the
majority who
benefit from a
recreational
Yes I agree
drink

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

9pm - 9am will
be enough to
limit any
adverse
alcohol related
behaviour
whilst
maintaining
socially
accepeted
enjoyment
from
recreational

9pm - 9am
will be
enough to
limit any
adverse
alcohol
I disagree with related
the proposal behaviour
to introduce a whilst
maintaining
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to socially
accepeted
the Raglan
enjoyment
Ward

No need?

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Not needed
Ward

Over the top intrusion into peoples
No bans in place
lives.

Because there is Agree with
no need for it,
amendments

I do not think Raglan
Circumstances needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban
at the time

I don't see a problem with having a
No bans in place
beer on suset on the beach

Lots of people
enjoying having a
drink at wainui
reserve trouble
Yes I agree
free

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Summer time Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to Just the cbd
is the best
After hours
ban is good to No I do not agree with time to enjoy s the Raglan
would be
avoid n
enough
these proposed dates drink outside Ward

We do not need a permanent ban
24/7 365 days a year. Itâ€™s
unnecessary. Over public holidays
and summer absolutely. But there
are plenty of law abiding citizens
who live in these urban areas who
are able to do so responsibly. A
No bans in place
waste of time for police too

Option 2 is too over the top

I do not agree with any
of these options
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No bans in place

No bans in place

Same as above. Yes I agree
I think that a
permanent ban
is silly people
should be able to
have a drink on
the beach just
not get
Yes I agree
intoxicated

I dont agree

Agree with
amendments

Drinking
shouldn't be
done on the
beaches or
reserves at
night

Yes I agree with these
proposed dates

I agree in part
but think the
area needs to
be amended

No I do not agree with Keep it from
these proposed dates 9pm to 9am

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Alcohol ban
Ward
9pm to 9am

No I do not agree with
these proposed dates

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

Only those linked
to licensed
locations

supports a 9pm to 9am ban
in Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades.

None ever

supports in part a 9pm to
9am ban in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades.

Never seen that

supports option 1 and a
9pm to 9am ban in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades>

Peak summer
downtime raglan.
However over
this time there is
liquor ban in
place which
makes this a rare
site to see.

Suppots a 9pm to 9am ban
in Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades
and a 24/7 seasonal
alcohol ban in the Raglan
Ward area from 23
December to 10 February.
supports a 24/7 Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to the entire
Raglan Ward but feels area
needs amendements.

No I don't put
myself in those
situations

supports option 1 with
additional areas and a 9pm
to 9am ban in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades.

None

No

supports in part a 9pm to
9am ban in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades.
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97 Judith Gillett

98 S Dowling

I do not agree with any
of these options

Option 1

I do not agree with any
99 Shelley Meek of these options

100 Ian Hall

101 Andre wilson

102 Lessa Feller

Don't think it's warranted all year

As this is where the crowds will
mostly gather and have potential
to cause trouble

No bans in place

I don't believe there should be a
permanent ban because there are
people that do have a picnic and a
drink in these areas that aren't
causing problems. During the busy
summer period I think it is ok but
No bans in place
not a permanent ban.

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

Families go to
Yes permanent bans the beavh don't
need alchol there Yes I agree
in place

No bans in place

I believe alcohol should be able to
consumed responsibly where you
No bans in place
want to.

I do not agree with any
of these options
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I agree in part with
amendments

Seems fair

As above

mostly
responsible
drinking in
these areas
would be
finished by
these times
and the times
proposed
would stop the
irresponsible I do not think Raglan
drinking habits needs a Seasonal
in our parks
Alcohol Ban

No - I disagree As above

It's not fair to all
if you do put a
Agree with
ban on all.
amendments

Don't need it
all year.
Raglan people
are pretty
much fine
I haven't seen
with this
any

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
No I do not agree with The length of the Raglan
these proposed dates ban is too long Ward

Only in busy
festive seasons is
when control is
Yes I agree
needed

Again I think
permanent bans
shouldn't be
considered as
per my message
Yes I agree
above.
Crazy banning
having a panic
with a bottle of
wine, or a
responsible drink
after a surf,
paddle or fish.
This is not a
nanny state and
cannot treat
people like
criminals for no
No - I disagree
reason

Pretty much
when extra
Yes I agree with these people are
here
proposed dates

I agree with
the proposal
to introduce a
seasonal
alcohol ban to
the Raglan
Ward

I think if the
timed alcohol
control would
be more
efficient and
the
irresponsibility
lasts all year
not just during
that period

It is more
witnessing the
As per above - rubbish after the
I agree with event - where
late night
the timed
drinking has
alcohol
control option been.

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

Have been living
in Raglan over 5
years now and
have not
seen/come
across problems
from this

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
As above
Ward

No

I agree in part
but think the
area needs to
be amended

supports opton 1 and a
9pm to 9am ban in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades.

Only in town
after 10pm

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

supports an alcohol ban at
specific locations (Wainui
Reserve, Sunset Beach,
Karioitahi Beach and
Maraetai Bay). supports a
9pm to 9am ban in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades. supports a
24/7 seasonal alcohol ban
in the Raglan Ward area
from 23 December to 10
February and an entire
Raglan ward ban.

No

supports a 9pm to 9am ban
in Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades.

Doesn't support any
propsal elements.

No

Doesn't support any
propsal elements.
supports in part a 9pm to
9am ban in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades and to a
24/7 Seasonal Alcohol Ban
to the entire Raglan Ward.
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I do not agree with any
103 Pauline Davies of these options

104 Eleanor Gee

I do not agree with any
of these options

Too extreme. Prevents harmless
picnics etc even under the Cliff St
trees. Penalises everyone for the
bad behaviour of a few.

I would support option 1, except
that it includes cliff St, which is not
part of the town centre and is a
No bans in place
valued picnic area for many.

No bans in place

Itâ€™s generally
only in summer
that people
congregate at
these reserves in
large numbers
and for long
periods of time Yes I agree

107 Elisabeth

108 Lucy

Option 1

I do not agree with any
of these options

Don't see the point in victimizing
the residents who may wish to
walk around visiting neighbors,
with a drink, over festive season.
But i can understand why the town
area and businesses need to be
protected. But definitely see it as
No bans in place
unfair if residents ar

Option 1 would be better but Cliff
st is not part of the town center.
We like to picnic there with a beer. No bans in place

Option 1
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No bans in place

None

Yes I agree with these
proposed dates

I agree in part
but think the
area needs to
be amended

Only on new
year's eve. Just
excessive
consumption and
some aggressive
behaviour in a
large crowd.

Doesn't support any
proposal elements.
supports a 9pm to 9am ban
in Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades.
supports a a 24/7 seasonal
alcohol ban in the Raglan
Ward area from 23
December to 10 February.
supports a raglan ward
wide ban only on New
years eve,

Yes I agree with these
proposed dates

I agree with
the proposal
to introduce a
seasonal
alcohol ban to
the Raglan
Ward

No

supports option 1, and a
9pm to 9am ban in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades. supports a
24/7 seasonal alcohol ban
in the Raglan Ward area
from 23 December to 10
February.

9pm is too
I do not think Raglan
early, families needs a Seasonal
No - I disagree are still out.
Alcohol Ban

A quiet beer with
a picnic is not an
offensive or
dangerous
Yes I agree
activity.

105 Hannah Jones Option 1

Mark
106 Dempsey

No bans in place

Too extreme.
Nothing wrong
with a quiet
drink.

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
As above
Ward

We enjoy taking
picnics and
beverages to
Wainui reserve
at sunset. I have
witnessed many
others that do,
Yes I agree
as well.
The majority can
enjoy an
alcoholic
beverage
without being
disruptive. Why
ruin it for
No - I disagree
everyone else.

Restrictions
should only be
placed on those
abusing the law
by excessively
drinking and
inappropriate
behaviour. Over
the top control
over enjoying a
Yes I agree
social drink.

9pm allows
people to
enjoy part of
the evening, at
least, at the
reserve having I do not think Raglan
dinner and
needs a Seasonal
beverages.
Alcohol Ban

No evidence
of significant
problems

not wish
urban Raglan
residents to
be victimized
by this law for
taking
Residents
beverages to
should be
visit
permitted to
neighbors.
pedestrian the
streets to visit I agree in part Leave the
neighbors
but think the locals alone
without
area needs to and
victimization be amended concentrate

No I do not agree with
these proposed dates

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

No

abiding citizens are
entitled to enjoy their
freedom in and around
there place of residence.
I understand this law in
and around town and
businesses. But not
Many. But only
ever around the across the urban
town centre. And dwellers and not in
Wainui reserve (although
mainly after
I could understand a 9pm
concert
9am ban at Wainui
performances
reserve)
have finished.

supports option 1 and a
9pm to 9am ban in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades. Doesn't
supoport a raglan seasonal
ban. supports a 24/7
Seasonal Alcohol Ban to
the entire Raglan Ward in
part, proiposes only visitors
be a focus.

no

Doesn't support any of the
proposal elements.

None.

supports option 1 and a
9pm to 9am ban in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades, Doesn't
support a sesoanl or ward
ban in Ragalan.
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Michelle
109 Meenagh

George
110 Santorik

Selena
111 Coombes

112 Paul Christie

113 Susan Taylor

I do not agree with any
of these options

I think people should be able to
consume alcohol wherever they
want

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

No bans in place

Areas on the map include favourite
picnic areas. I think people should
be able to have a quiet beer or
wine with fish and chips or a picnic. No bans in place

Draconian measures, thereâ€™s
enough statute laws ro deal with
any perceived problems

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
114 Heather Boer of these options

deirdre
115 Bourne

I do not agree with any
of these options

No bans in place

No bans in place

Takes away our
civil liberties

Again picnic
areas should
allow drinking
with food.

Agree with
amendments

Takes away
our civil
No - I disagree liberties

Yes I agree

No bans in place

As above
No - I disagree As above
One of the
glorious things
about enjoying
outside picnics is
being able to
have a glass of
wine or a beer
with family and
No - I disagree
friends.

No bans in place

There is no
reason to. Many
people enjoy a
drink with picnics
every time of the Agree with
year.
amendments

Personal freedom is infringed upon No bans in place
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Disagree

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to I disagree
with this
I disagree with No I do not agree with I disagree with the Raglan
proposal
this proposal these proposed dates this proposal Ward

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

99.9% of
people are
sensible with
consuming
alcohol in
public
places.Introdu
cing bans
takes way our
civil liberties.

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to Takes away
the Raglan
our civil
Ward
liberties.

None that Iâ€™m
aware of

Doesn't support any
proposal elements.

Have not seen
any , in the
Raglan Public
area.

Doesn't support any
proposal elements.

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

No

No I do not agree with
these proposed dates As above

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
As above
Ward

None at all hence
Iâ€™m against
these draconian
measures

Doesn't support any of the
proposal elements

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

Never

Doesn't support any
proposal elements.

People enjoy
our beautiful
town with lots
of outdoor
picnics and
dining.

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
As above
Ward

Damage at the
wainui reserve,
gates need to be
closed at night to
avoid idiots
entering when
drunk.

Itâ€™s completely
unnecessary. There will
always be idiots but that
shouldnâ€™t ruin it for
others.

Only supports a 9pm to
9am ban in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades. Suggests
gates be closed.

there us no
real problem
going on

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
as above
Ward

20 years ago

Why are you doing this
and in such an
underhanded way ? If I
hadn't seen a post on
Facebook I would not
have been aware this
was a proposal!

Doesn't support any of the
proposal elements.

Just close the
gates so
people
canâ€™t
I do not think Raglan
access the
needs a Seasonal
parks at night. Alcohol Ban

personal
freedom
impinge upon.
Noone to
personsl
I do not think Raglan
police it
freedom impinge
needs a Seasonal
No - I disagree anyway
upon
Alcohol Ban

I think more work needs
to be done with bottle
stores and supermarkets
to supply more cans
rather than bottles,
supports a 9pm to 9am ban
especially during the
in Council controlled parks
peak season.
reserves and esplanades.
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Micharn
116 Gatland

117 Bella

Arna Rose
Solomon118 Banks

119 Brad George

120 Charlotte

Marama
121 Waitere

Option 1

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

Option 1

I do not agree with any
of these options

No bans in place

Its nice to have a friendly beer and
No bans in place
watch the sunset

It's not an issue

Yes I agree

Not an issue

Cant walk from
my house to my
mates with a
harmless beer in
No - I disagree
hand

No I do not agree with
these proposed dates

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Not an issue
Ward

Nil

supports Option 1 and a
9pm to 9am ban in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades.

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

Only in the pub

Doesn't support any of the
proposed elemenets.

Agree with
amendments

Educating
communities
and provide
further police
support for
our local
police during
these
heightened
summer
No I do not agree with seasons
these proposed dates please.

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

Agree with
amendments

This proposal
is too
stringent and
lacks lenancy
for a major
holiday period
where mature
and non
trouble
making public
No I do not agree with are known to
these proposed dates be.

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

This is errosion of civil rights and
freedoms. We're not all immature,
trouble makers, in gangs or young
& foolish. It is not a one size fits all
No bans in place
scenario.

No permanent
bands. I would
rather see the
development
and engagement
of educating
communities
retain the right
to have a glass of
wine or a beer
with a picnic or
whatever the
case maybe. I
don't agree with
people gathering
at such like spots
or gang affiliated
people
congregating and
intimidating

For raglan the urban centre is an
appropriate area to ban alcohol in a
public place but to ban the whole I agree in part with
town area is excessive.
amendments

Whilst the ban
aims to stop
unsocial
behaviour it also
impacts on
groups having a
beer at a picnic
in these
reserves. This
seems overly
Yes I agree
restrictive

I do not agree based on the fact I
believe not all areas need to be
banned

I believe that not
all those areas
need to be
banned perhaps
only the main
12am until
I do not think Raglan
beaches close to
7am should be needs a Seasonal
No
I
disagree
town
the times
Alcohol Ban

My personal view this is absolutely
over the top. Not sure if council has
reached all audiences effectively
No bans in place
that this will impact on.
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I agree in part with
amendments

In summer and
daylight saving
time 9pm is an
hour too early.

This is more
appropriate

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

young people
travelling from
Hamilton to
Raglan. Perhaps
educating
Communities
more and
providing our
local police with
Further
more support to
Educate
communities cover these busy
times or further
for
in policing at our
awareness.
does'nt
where there's
acknowledge groups of people
that many of where alcohol
us are mature and Meth are
responsible
involved with
and non
certain age
trouble
groups &
making
persuasions
individuals
there's always
that don't
the perpensity
deserve to
for trouble,
have a type of problems and
martial law
strife particularly

If the ongoing
measures
arenâ€™t
enough, a
I disagree with smaller area
the proposal could be
to introduce a looked at for
seasonal bans
The ongoing Seasonal
rules should Alcohol Ban to but the whole
ward is too
manage these the Raglan
large an area.
Ward
risks.
Itâ€™s raglan
we enjoy to
drink and
enjoy our
town in all its
beauty sober
or drunk

I agree in part
but think the
area needs to
be amended

I would like my
submission to be
personal not open to
public for thatâ€™s an
option.

Only supports a 24/7
seasonal alcohol ban in the
Raglan Ward area from 23
December to 10 February
but feels education for the
community over summer
important.

It's 2020 there's gotta be
more progressive ways
of doing things other
than putting blanket
bans in place that take
away the civil liberties
and freedoms from law
abiding , mature and
responsible people.

Only supports a 9pm to
9am in Council controlled
parks reserves and
esplanades but feels 9 pm
too early in summer.

Whilst I understand that
alcohol in public place
can lead to antisocial
behaviour these rules
I have only
witnessed bottles will restrict our ability to
being left in the go for a picnic with a
reserve at manu beer or to walk to see
the sunset with a beer.
bay. But these
were cleaned up They seem overly
restrictive.
by us.

supports option 1 and a
9pm to 9am ban in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades.

No

supports a 24/7 Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to the Raglan
Ward but feels area needs
amending.
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Kaley Manu122 Burns

Jasmine
123 Hunter

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

Daniel Stuart- I do not agree with any
124 Jones
of these options

125 David Gray

Option 1

No bans in place

There is absolutely no reason for
this level of ban or permanent ban.
This is completely over the top and
draconian. I do not consent to my
No bans in place
rates paying for this nonsense.

The ban is unneccesary and far too
No bans in place
wide sweeping

Option 1

126 Eleanor Clarke Option 1

Raglan
Community
127 Board

I don't agree with 'permanent
bans' in our town.

No bans in place

I don't agree
with any
'permanent
bans' in our
town.

This proposal is
completely over
the top and
there is no
reason given for
Yes I agree
this. No.
There is a strong
difference
between a beer
on the beach as
90% do, and
drinking to
excess. The latter
is and should
always be
policed, the
former is a waste
of resources and
No - I disagree
unneccesary
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This proposal
makes more
sense to
prevent
reckless
gatherings
resulting in
drink driving
and littering.

Itâ€™s
No - I disagree excessice

These areas
should not be
permanent
alcohol banned
but instead be in
the timed alcohol Agree with
control.
amendments

I don't agree.
I agree with
the previous
statement.
limiting for
the entire
population
who the
I think the
majority are
dates are too
responsible.
long. 23
We should
December to
have freedom
10 January is
to have a
long enough
to cover the
I agree in part drink with our
Christmas and but think the neighbors at
area needs to the end if our
No I do not agree with New Year
these proposed dates holiday period. be amended street for

Just police
disorderly
behaviour,
pointless to
introduce time
brackets and I do not think Raglan
punish
needs a Seasonal
everyone
Alcohol Ban

People should
have the
freedom to have
a drink at the
No - I disagree
beach

This is excessive. Raglan is a
holiday destination. People should
be allowed to enjoy alcohol in
Yes permanent bans I think itâ€™s
public spaces. in
in place
reasonable

Note Cliff street is not part of CBD I agree in part with
so should not be included in ban
amendments

Yes I agree

That time of
night/day is
acceptable.

It has been
like this
already and
Yes I agree with these seems to
work.
proposed dates

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

In the early hours
when The Yot
club closes, I have
seen fights.
Street late at
night or by a very
few individuals
who are the
same people
repeatedly and
they are never
given any
repercussions
anyway so why is
the Council
punishing the
entire

I disagree with
the proposal
The majority to introduce a
Seasonal
are law
abiding people Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
enjoying
Ward
themselves

The majority
are law
abiding
people
enjoying
themselves

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

We donâ€™t
have a
problem, if it
isnâ€™t
broken
donâ€™t try to
fix it.

People come
to Raglan to
enjoy
themselves,
donâ€™t try
to cock it up. No

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I agree in part
but think the
area needs to
Not necessary be amended No comment None

Wainui
Reserve,
Sunset Beach,
Karioitahi
Beach and
Maraetai Bay
should be
Yes I agree with these
included.
proposed dates

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

I agree with
the proposal
to introduce a
seasonal
alcohol ban to
the Raglan
Ward

supports the introduction
of A timed alcohol control
ban from 9pm to 9am in
Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades
and the Raglan ward
seasonal ban fron 23 Dec
to 10 February,

Doesn't support any of the
proposed elements.

No. Because it is
not a common
thing and this
reaction is too
wide sweeping
and unneccessary No

N/A

Doesnt support any of the
proposal elemnts.

No

Nonen

Only supports a 24/7
Seasonal Alcohol Ban to
the entire Raglan Ward in
part.

needs to be excluded
from the alcohol bylaw
as it is located within the
Wainui reserve and this
could potentially curtail
the club's ability to fund
raise via functions . The
Raglan Community Board
request that more
signage is installed at
multiple locations around
the reserves. The Raglan
Community Board has

support Option 1 - supports
in part a 9pm to 9am ban in
Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades
including Wainui Reserve,
Sunset Beach, Karioitahi
Beach and Maraetai Bay.
supports extended
seasonal ban 23 Dec to 10
Feb and whole of raglan
ward ban.
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128 William

129 Mieke

130 Margot

JocelynRochelle
131 Stewart

132 Paul Kite

I do not agree with any
of these options

Option 1

I do not agree with any
of these options

Option 2

I do not agree with any
of these options

Banning it wonâ€™t stop the
problem. We need to educate
people and they will be more
sustainable

Having a wine at the beach or
picnic shouldnâ€™t be illegal..

I agree in part with
amendments

No bans in place

There is no such
thing as
permanent in the
developing of a
town. Laws must
be proposed
towards
education of
problems rather
than enforced
Agree with
due to unbalance amendments

Picnic wines

Not everyone
is causing
ruckus when
they drink
socially in
No - I disagree these places

I most definitely disagree with this
being a permanent ban! Over the
holiday period makes a great deal
of sense Only. Locals should be
allowed a beer/wine when they
No bans in place
have a Picnic/watch the sunset.

See above

It's usually only in the height of
summer holiday season that our
village experiences any negative
impacts of drinking.

No bans in place

Most people are
responsible
drinkers. .I think
the areas should
be temporary
during the height
Yes I agree
of summer.

No bans in place

People have
picnics, family
reunions,
birthdays and
weddings there.
No reason to
change what
Agree with
happens now
amendments

Thereâ€™s no reason to change
system in place now
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Agree with
amendments

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

problems are
with the
system. We
can not
enforce
people with
laws. Better to
educate them
to what needs
achieving then
people will do
it sustainably
for longer

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
This is the
season people Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
want to
the Raglan
socialise, its
Unnecessary
not necessary Ward

No

I agree in part
but think the
area needs to
be amended

No

Yes I agree with these
proposed dates

I agree in part
but think the
area needs to
be amended

Ironically only
within & just
outside of the
drinking
establishments :
The pub & The
Yot club.

Too long.
No I do not agree with Maybe until
these proposed dates 6th January?

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

Yes I agree with these
proposed dates

We like to be
able to see
sunset with a
glass of wine

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Same reason No
Ward

Why???
Stupid idea.
You are
penalising
people who
live in town
year round

None. For the
amount of times
there is ever an
issue I cannot
believe you are
considering such
drastic regulation

No

Doesn't support any
proposal elemnts.

No

supports option 1 Doesn't
support any other proposal
elemnts.
supports a 9pm to 9am in
Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades.
supports a 24/7 seasonal
alcohol ban in the Raglan
Ward area from 23
December to 10 February.
supports a Raglan ward
ban but feels area
amendment required.
not support the 4 specificly
named areas should be
permanent alcohol ban
areas. Agrees with the
proposed times. supports
a 9pm to 9am in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades. supportsa
ban in the Raglan Ward
area from 23 December to
10 February, supports a
raglan ward ban but feels
area needs amending.

Stupid idea that taxpayer
will have to fund on top
of every other stupid
Doesnt support any
idea you come up with proposal elements,
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Dwayne
133 Henshilwood

Satinderpal
134 singh sidhu

Bohemian
135 Gypsy

Jonathan
136 Dunlop

Option 1 with
amendments

Option 1

Option 1

Option 1

A blanket ban would be impossible
to police ams an unessesary
imposition on the 99% of
No bans in place
reasonable people

People would like to spend some
quality time outside their houses in I agree in part with
the sun.
amendments

Not Cliff St

No bans in place

Seems appropriate - would need to
see specific stats to support
I agree in part with
anything more
amendments
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It's too greater
reach and
unnesasary

Yes I agree

Liquor ban after
sunset and
before sunset to
avoid any
incidents causing
damage to
property and life Yes I agree

celebration

No permanent
band on
beaches/parks
(afterhours
sure). CBD only.

Yes I agree

Yes I agree

community events and
family birthdays etc in
public parks where
people are drinking
(sensibly) generally wine
some times beer.
These occasions are
community building and
affirming positive
moments that don't
need regulation and
prohibition.
We could picnic without

additional areas (not
specificed). supports a
timed alcohol control from
9pm to 9am in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades and a 24/7
seasonal alcohol ban in the
Raglan Ward area from 23
December to 10 February.
supports in part a 24/7
Seasonal Alcohol Ban to
the entire Raglan Ward but
think area needs

Beyond 9pm
would exclude
people simply Yes I agree with these
picnicking etc.. proposed dates

I agree in part
but think the
area needs to
be amended

It is required
to avoid any
inconvenience
and control on
public . The
town is crazy
busy at this
stage
,seasonal ban
It is required to
will help to
control
unfortunate
reduce road
and illegal
Yes I agree with these accidents and
violence
activities
proposed dates

I agree with
the proposal
to introduce a
seasonal
alcohol ban to
the Raglan
Ward

Yes I agree with these
proposed dates

I agree in part
but think the
area needs to
be amended

Suppoprts option 1.
supports a timed alcohol
control from 9pm to 9am in
Yes ,have seen
Council controlled parks
people going out
reserves and esplanades
of control , drunk
and the introduction of a
and being
nuisance in public Ban in public ,not on the 24/7 Seasonal Alcohol Ban
.
to the entire Raglan Ward.
outskirts
supports option 1 and the
introduction of a timed
alcohol control from 9pm
to 9am in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades. supports a
24/7 seasonal alcohol ban
in the Raglan Ward area
from 23 December to 10
February. supports a 24/7
Seasonal Alcohol Ban to
the entire Raglan Ward but
Large Area
feels its a large area.

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
a/a
Ward

incidents of
assault &
intimidation in
public places over
the years (mainly
in Auckland).
Intoxicated
people (or sober
people looking to
become
intoxicated)
aren't usually
very

Most antisocial
behaviour
likely to occur
during these
times...
doesn't effect I do not think Raglan
the liberties of needs a Seasonal
most people
Alcohol Ban

this bylaw will
have the
intended
effect; antisocial
behaviour
where alcohol
is involved is
going to
happen
regardless;
those people
with alcohol

No unaware of
anything other
than litter

with alcohol abuse and
misuse. Looking back
over the past 30 years,
bylaws (along with NZ's
whole legaslative
approach) appear to
have done little to
improve real life
outcomes when it comes
to alcohol misuse
disorders. Spend time &
money to support
community drug

supports option 1. supports
the introducetion of a
timed alcohol control from
9pm to 9am in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades.
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I do not agree with any
137 James Oakley of these options

Blanket bans prevent law abiding
citizens enjoying the right to a
drink or to in the raglan areas parks
and beaches which harms no one.
The people who cause the trouble
are going to drink and cause
mayhem no matter if there are
No bans in place
bylaws or not.
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prevent law
abiding citizens
enjoying the
right to a drink or
two in the
Raglans parks
and beaches
which harms no
one. The people
who cause the
trouble are going
to drink and
cause mayhem No - I disagree

As above. No
need to punish
people from
enjoying a
harmless drink I do not think Raglan
in a public
needs a Seasonal
space
Alcohol Ban

season is more
of a reason to
enjoy a beer
or two in the
areas parks
and reserves.
Donâ€™t take
away this
great pastime
for a minority
who will cause
trouble no
matter the

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
As above
Ward

No

abiding citizens enjoying
the right to a drink or
two in Raglans parks and
beaches, which harms no
one. The people who
cause the trouble are
going to drink and cause
mayhem no matter if
there are bylaws or not.
all these bylaws do is
make criminals out of
normal people and take Doesn't support any
away enjoyment for the proposal elements.
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138 Lisa McKegg

Katy
139 McNamara

140 Ruth hare

Danielle
141 Molhoek

Gordon
142 Thomas

Option 1

Option 1

No bans in place

I do not agree with any
of these options

Option 1

Agree with an
alcohol ban in
these places
during the peak
dates 23 Dec - 10 Agree with
Feb
amendments

The majority of adults are sensible
and if children are around ie.parks Yes permanent bans As children are in
Yes I agree
etc then alcohol should not be
in place
these areas

Option 1

No bans in place

Having a drink
casually
watching the
sunset is a casual
thing to do when
done
No - I disagree
responsibly.

Because I think how it is now is fine
in the busy times yes have a ban
No bans in place
but not all year!

No because I
think people
should be able to
have a few drinks
in these places as
long as they take
all rubbish and
are not causing Agree with
trouble
amendments

Cliff st is not part of the CBD and
should be excluded

These areas are
used for special
occations and a
glass of wine or a
toast to the bride
is perfectly
No - I disagree
acceptable
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No bans in place

place people
come to spend
time with their
families,
especially
public
holidays.
There is a
large influx of
visitors during
this time &
Yes I agree with these consuming
alcohol in
proposed dates

I agree with
the proposal
to introduce a
seasonal
alcohol ban to
the Raglan
Ward

They are
reasonable
times

This is not a
Because more I agree in part police state.
people are
but think the Too much
Yes I agree with these staying in the area needs to control from
area
be amended Council!
proposed dates

We should be
allowed the
freedom to
have a casual
drink in the
park reserves

I agree over
New Years,
but not for the
No I do not agree with full holiday
these proposed dates period

Just at busy
times of the
year not all
year

It's good in the
busy season
but not
wanting it all
year as I live
here and
might like to
have a few
drinks at the
Yes I agree with these beach one
day.
proposed dates

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to Again it takes
the Raglan
away our
Ward
liberties

no comment
No. Only after
drinkers have
come out of a
licensed
premises, drunk
and ready for a
fight

no

supports option 1 and in
part the introduction of a
timed alcohol control from
9pm to 9am in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanade. supports a
24/7 seasonal alcohol ban
in the Raglan Ward area
from 23 December to 10
February and a 24/7
Seasonal Alcohol Ban to
the entire Raglan Ward.

I think that the majority
of adults are sensible,
and would be annoyed at
having to not be able to
have a drink at their
picnic or barby

supports all proposal
elemnts and partly (are
needs ameding) an
introduction of a 24/7
Seasonal Alcohol Ban to
the entire Raglan Ward.

In the centre of
town there can
be incidences so I
believe this area
could be in the
alcohol ban zone No

I agree in part
but think the
area needs to Just over
No
be amended xmas holidays No
Of the 4 years I
have worked on
the ambulance I
cannot recall
more than 2
alcohol related
call outs that
I disagree with
originated on the
the proposal
streets of Raglan
to introduce a
Seasonal
,They all have
Alcohol Ban to
taken place inside
the Raglan
of licensed
establishments
Ward

supports only option 1 of
proposals.
times of the year, the
introduction of a timed
alcohol control from 9pm
to 9am in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades. supports
the introduction of a 24/7
seasonal alcohol ban in the
Raglan Ward area from 23
December to 10 February.
supports an whole of
raglan ward ban over
Chrisutmas.

supports option 1 only.
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143 Hope

I do not agree with any
of these options

144 Kevin Holmes Option 1

145 Sam Ryan

146 Lieke de Kan

Sarah
147 Hutchins

148 Lindy

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

No bans in place

I donâ€™t think
there is a issue
currently with
this time

Agree with
amendments

The CBD should have a 24/7
blanket ban. Beaches, parks,
picnics maybe 9pm to 7am. This
allows the majority to enjoy a
picnic etc. Ban between 9pm and
7am guves the Police the tools and
legislation to stop mass alcohol
I agree in part with
fueled gatherings/ parties etc.
amendments

See previous.

Having a beer at a picnic or after
surf are some of the best moments
with friends and family. This is
council overreach and takes away
basic freedoms and human rights. No bans in place

beach watching
the sunset or at
picnic is a way of
life for many
Raglan residents.
This is a council
overreach and
takes away
citizen freedoms
to enjoy there
local spaces how
the want to. It
also stops social No - I disagree

Yes I agree

Raglan relies
on our
seasonal
visitors
I disagree with banning them
the proposal from enjoying
to introduce a themselves
isnâ€™t a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to helpful
No I canâ€™t I
change for
the Raglan
havenâ€™t
our town
Ward
witnessed any

No I do not agree with
these proposed dates

Definately
needs a ban
from 23 Dec
but only until
about second
No I do not agree with week in
these proposed dates January.

I agree in part
but think the
area needs to
be amended

Yes, I Policed the
town for 12
years, 94 to
2006. I saw the
carnage and
disorder first
hand when there
were no liquor
controls in place.

Residents
shouldnâ€™t
be affected
because they
live in
beautiful and
popular
location.
Itâ€™s just
another
No I do not agree with revenue grab
these proposed dates by the council.

place people
live to enjoy
the public
spaces enjoy
bbqâ€™s and
picnics at the
I disagree with beach or in
the proposal the park and
to introduce a we should be
allowed to
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to have alcoholic
drink if we
the Raglan
choose.
Ward

Have never seen
any issues in
public spaces
around Raglan.
Only ever seen
people having
fun. Only
incidents happen
at venues that
are licenced from
my experiences
in Raglan.

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

I do not think bans are the solution,
better to act against people who
No bans in place
misbehave

I do not think
bans are the
solution, better
to act against
people who
misbehave

Havenâ€™t seen any issues with it
No bans in place
so why make a law against it

Like I said earlier
I havnt seen a
problem with
people drinking
in these areas so
why make a law
No I do not agree with
No - I disagree Same as above these proposed dates Same as above
against it

Civil liberties will be taken away! I
have the maturity and foresight to
No bans in place
drink sensibly!

Civil Liberties
of the majority
of local adults
taken away,
donâ€™t
agree with it
at all!
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As above

No - I disagree

Agree with
amendments

Put an age
limit on alcohol
consumption
in park
I do not think Raglan
reserves and needs a Seasonal
esplanades!
Alcohol Ban

I do not think
bans are the
solution,
better to act
against
No I did not see
people who any of these
misbehave
incidences

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Same as
Ward
above

Never

At least
shorten the
period of the
ban as itâ€™s
just not fair
I agree in part for the
but think the majority of
area needs to locals who
None come to
be amended drink sensibly. mind.

supports in part (some
changes needed, no details
provided) the introduction
How are we expected to of a timed alcohol control
from 9pm to 9am in
police this ban when
there are no duty officers Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades
in raglan after 9pm?

supports option 1 (Town
centre). supports beaches
and parks, having 9pm to
7am ban. supports in part
introduction of a 24/7
Seasonal Alcohol Ban to
the entire Raglan Ward but
would like area amended
(No details provided why)
None of this should
happen or be considered.
Freedom to drink in the
day on public spaces
around Raglan should be
allowed.
People can be charged
for bad behaviour or
drunk and disorderly.
Donâ€™t take it out on
all the good citizens who
are responsible and still Doesn't support any
enjoy a drink.
proposal elements.
I think alcohol bans are a
bad idea, it affects also
people who just wanna
have a drink once a while
and know how to
behave. better to act
against people who
Doesn't support any
misbehave
proposal elements.
Itâ€™s a small town,
locals look after the area,
I would say just out of
towners who come for
soundsplash make a
mess...so just maybe ban Doesn't support any
alcohol on that weekend proposal elements.
supports in part a 24/7
Seasonal Alcohol Ban to
the entire Raglan Ward and
in part introduce timed
alcohol control from 9pm
to 9am in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanade. Suggests an
age limit.
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149 Teresa

Andrew
150 Barton

Option 1 with
amendments

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
151 Sandra Torres of these options

Simon
152 Thomson

No bans in place

Option 2

No bans in place

I agree to the 9 pm-9 am ban but I
think anything further than that is
against civil freedom rights.
Common sense laws please
No bans in place

Raglan is pretty unique and for all
my experience it is rare for alcohol
consumption to be a problem in
No bans in place
these places.

I do not agree with any
153 Sarah Harihari of these options
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No bans in place

I donâ€™t think
we need a 24/7
ban. I am a
responsible adult
I donâ€™t see
the problem with
a cpl of
wineâ€™s or
beer wth a picnic
or fish and chips
No - I disagree
on the beach

Really

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

Yes I agree

People go for
sunset and have
a picnic with a
glass of wine,
without doing
Agree with
any harm
amendments
Because
luxurious adult
picnics with a
glass of wine
viewing the
ocean with
friends and
family is a
beautiful thing to
enjoy, and I only
drink alcohol a
couple of times a
Yes I agree
year!

Seems
reasonable to
prevent
problems
through the
night.

I dont think it fair
for law abiding
citizens who
dont have issues
approaching
those
Does this
lawbreakers to
include
follow the rules. No - I disagree campers?

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

No

Suppoprts only option 1.

New Years raglan

supports introduction of
timed alcohol control in
Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades
and introduction of a 24/7
seasonal alcohol ban in the
Raglan Ward area from 23
December to 10 February.
supports whole of Raglan
ward ban.

Only supports, in part,
introduction of timed
alcohol control from 9pm
to 9am in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades.

Yes I agree with these
proposed dates

I agree with
the proposal
to introduce a
seasonal
alcohol ban to
the Raglan
Ward

No I do not agree with
these proposed dates

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

None

I agree with
the proposal
to introduce a
seasonal
alcohol ban to
the Raglan
As above...
Ward

particular that I
am thinking of
that comes to
mind. Mostly
consumption is
ok, it is more the
exceptions that
are the problems,
and for me the
worst
consequence is
littering, bottles,
etc.

The primary
concern about
alcohol is
about visitors
during this
Yes I agree with these busy period so
this will help.
proposed dates

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
I dont have
Alcohol Ban to
time to
the Raglan
explain
as
it
is
No I do not agree with
As above
Ward
these proposed dates nearly 5pm

Yes.

None

supports option 2.
supports seasonal alcohol
ban in the Raglan Ward
area from 23 December to
10 February and ban to
whole raglan ward. Doesn't
support bans in the 4
specificly identified areas.

Yes

Doesn't support any
proposal elements.
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Isaac van der
154 Vossen

Mark
155 Dempsey

Andrew
156 Kramer

157 Liza Adams

Option 1

I do not agree with any
of these options

Option 1 with
amendments

Im apart of a surf
life club and we
deal with drunk
people a large
amount of the
time. These
people and
Because these areas are family
area and we don't need that in our Yes permanent bans water doesn't go Agree with
together.
communities.
in place
amendments

Only ban dyrubg certain times and
No bans in place
in specified areas.

I have not observed any incidences
that would warrant option 2 and
No bans in place
do not support it.

Option 1

I do not agree with any
158 Kristin Ngapo of these options

No bans in place

Cause itâ€™s our right to drink
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No bans in place

Times may
need to be
looked at. is
that the best
times.

yes love the
idea. Because
we don't need
to be cleaning
up the streets
and parks of
Yes I agree with these glass and
rubbish.
proposed dates

I'm a lifeguard
and we deal with
it on the beach.
We have guards
of all ages from
The season
Ban is a good 14 to 50+ and we
idae because don't have the
I agree with
time to deal with
the proposal it bring
these people. I
to introduce a money and
have had to ask
family into
seasonal
alcohol ban to the area and two people to
we dont need leave our
the Raglan
lifeguards alone.
bad wrap.
Ward

Why do you
want to
change status
quo and are
doing it in
I disagree with such a quiet
the proposal manner. Most
There is no
to introduce a people don't
alcohol problem
even know
Seasonal
at Wainui
Alcohol Ban to about
Reserve. Why do
proposed
the Raglan
you want to
No I do not agree with
changes.
change the law? No - I disagree Same as above these proposed dates Same as above Ward
for this council
overreach and
the rules should
not be made in
I have not
response to
observed any
I have not
infrequent
incidences
observed any
incidences of
incidences
I disagree with that would
poor behaviour.
that would
the proposal warrant this
People generally
warrant this
to introduce a overreach and
behave well and
do not
overreach and Seasonal
some enjoy the
I do not think Raglan do not support Alcohol Ban to support 'key
odd quiet beer
proposal
'key proposal the Raglan
needs a Seasonal
This seems
after a surf whilst Yes I agree
three'.
three'.
Ward
Alcohol Ban
appropriate.
I think we should
be able to enjoy
a quiet beer or
glass of wine on
the beach as long
I do not think
as we are not
we need a
disturbing
seasonal
I agree with
anybody else. I
alcohol ban for the proposal
agree with a ban
that long. I
to introduce a
in these areas
suggest from seasonal
To discourage
over the peak
bad behaviour, I do not think Raglan 23 Dec to 10 alcohol ban to
season and
Jan would be the Raglan
broken glass
needs a Seasonal
public holidays. Yes I agree
better
Ward
etc
Alcohol Ban

Cause it is our
right to drink

Have not seen
any. Taking care
of mobsters
walking in their
red hoodies and
scaring people is
a bigger issue
that no one
seems to care
about.

No

As we are volunteers I
would like to say our
builds run on funds such
as weddings and
birthdays so we would
like to have a chance to
get exemptions for
future events. So we can
keep operating.

supports option 1 and
sesaonal ban In Raglan and
ban from 23 Dec to 10
February. supports, in part,
introduction of timed
alcohol control from 9pm
to 9am in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades; askes if
these are the best times..

-

Doesn't support any
proposal elements.

No

Only supports introduction
of timed alcohol control
from 9pm to 9am in
Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades.

near skatepark
there is often
broken glass
there in the
morning and the
Mongrel Mob
tend to hang out
there a lot so
would be good to
have more police
presence, the
rubbish bins be
emptied more

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
I have seen
Cause it is our No I do not agree with Cause it is our the Raglan
Cause it is our nothing but
No - I disagree right to drink these proposed dates right to drink Ward
right to drink positivity

supports option 1 (town
centre) Doesn't support a
ban at the 4 specific
locations and introduction
of timed alcohol control
from 9pm to 9am in
Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades.
supports raglan ward wide
ban but not a Raglan
seasonal ban.

Mmmmm yum beer

Doesn't support any
proposal elements.
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I do not agree with any
159 Catherine Loe of these options

I do not agree with any
160 Peter W Birch of these options

161 Jacqui forbes

162 Craig Witters

163 Joe Peina

164 Jami Dickson

Most are responsible and a
complete ban is it necessary.

Because.

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

No bans in place

No bans in place

No bans in place

We live here, we will decide what
we need.

No bans in place

A holiday spot I grew up attending.
Keep it to a curfew not a whole ban
No bans in place
please

Like to hold venues & family events No bans in place
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These areas are
used to watch
sunsets and
enjoy a evening
picnic with a
drink. A totalBan
is not necessary No - I disagree

Because.

Ok

As above.

People can still
enjoy
themselves just
need to work
ways into being
rubbish smart

No - I disagree Because.

Agree with
amendments

Ok

Like to hold
venues & family Agree with
events
amendments

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Because.
Ward

Because.

Yes I agree with these
Ok
proposed dates

The visitors at
these times
dont respect
Yes I agree with these us or our
town.
proposed dates

Yes I agree

Agree with
amendments

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

Later curfew

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I agree with
the proposal
to introduce a
seasonal
alcohol ban to
the Raglan
Ok
Ward

I agree in part
but think the
area needs to
be amended

Ok

Not the entire
ward. Target
those places
that actually
No.
need it.

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
Obviously
the Raglan
Christmas
Again
New Years etc Ward

Due to tourist
visitor
numbers to
protect our
environment
Yes I agree with these from there
rubbish
proposed dates

Most are responsible and
the drink driving laws
No
should be a deterrent.
Grownups are grownups
and behave civilized.
Everyone I know does /
did that. Always.
Arseholes are arseholes
and should be put out of
their drunken arseholebusiness by police. And
that rightaway. With a
hefty fine that really
hurts. Hurts the
None at all. Ever. arseholes. Not the
For a long time. police...

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Chose above
Ward
option

Doesn't support any
proposal elements.

Doesn't support any
proposal elements.

supports, in part (no
details) introduction of
timed alcohol control from
9pm to 9am in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades. supports
24/7 seasonal alcohol ban
in the whole Raglan Ward
area from 23 December to
10 February.
support introduction of
timed alcohol control from
9pm to 9am in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades and
sessional ban in Raglan
(but not entire ward) from
23 Dec to 10 February.

Later at night yes
intox after hours
from the bars

supports only ntroduction
of timed alcohol control in
Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades
but with later curfew.

Only with outside
visitors but was
dealt with and
bans against
were put in place

supports timed alcohol
control from 9pm to 9am in
Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades
and sesonnal Raglan ban
from 23 Dec to 10
February.
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165 Myles deller

I do not agree with any
of these options
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No bans in place

Against civil
rights

No - I disagree

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Against civil
Ward
rights

None.

Doesn't support any
proposals.
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Barbara
Option 2 with
166 Humberstone amendments

167 Amy

I do not agree with any
of these options

Tara Kingi
from the
Turangawaew
ae Rugby
168 League Club Option 1

169 Geoff Kelly

I see no need to drink alcohol.

Firstly I would like to address the
fact that not everyone are
complete shitnuggets and get
trashed in public areas. It would be
nice to go out to a public place
such as the beach or reserve for a
family dinner with a couple of
No bans in place
drinks.

Not necessary to have band
everywhere.

Option 2

I do not agree with any
of these options
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Yes I agree

Canâ€™t beat
having a beer
watching the sun
set one of
lifeâ€™s few
Yes I agree
pleasures

Yes permanent bans
Na
in place

Itâ€™s a beach town. People
should be allowed to have a beer
or wine while out enjoying the epic
No bans in place
views we have.

Yes I agree

From 9PM to
9am are the
times where you
would most likely
find irresponsible
people
(underage)
drinking as most
of us adults have
No - I disagree
a time limit!

To prevent
alcohol related
harm and glass
Yes permanent bans bottles on
beaches
in place

No bans in place

170 Ben Holloway Option 1

171 Jess santorik

Yes permanent bans This seems
in place
sensible

No - I disagree

Why drink at
these times?

Yes I agree with these
Litter, noise .
proposed dates

I agree with
the proposal
to introduce a
seasonal
alcohol ban to
the Raglan
I agree
Ward

No. But there is
litter and noise.

supports option 2 (urban
area) and all other proposal
elements.

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

When people mix
it with drugs!!
Underage

Doesn't support any
proposals.

I agree with
the proposal
to introduce a
seasonal
alcohol ban to
the Raglan
Ward

overflowing and
rubbish left on
the fields for us
to clean
(Patterson Park).
If youâ€™re going
to allow drinking
at council parks
and reserves
between 9am
and 9pm can you
please supply
more bins and

peopleâ€™s rights need
to be considered
however Keeping our
communities safe is
paramount to our club.
We understand this is a
bylaw that is monitored
and enforced by the
police. Can we please
have good signage put
up around Patterson
park, and since our club supports all proposal
backs on to the park can elements.

Outside the YOT
most weekends
and in the Main
Street after 1.30
am

supports option 2 and the
introduction of timed
alcohol control from 9pm
to 9am in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades. Doesn't
support the seasonal ban in
Raglan, the Raglan ward
Limit the quality perhaps area ban or the sepcific 4
areas named.
so much per person

Tourists
donâ€™t
respect raglan
town like
residents do.
Would we
want people
Too
sitting at the
intimidating if
beach drinking
people are
alcohol when
drinking in
we are there
parks and
reserves late Yes I agree with these with our
children?
at night.
proposed dates

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward
I agree with
the proposal
to introduce a
seasonal
alcohol ban to
the Raglan
Ward

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

Yes I agree with these
proposed dates

People should be
allowed to enjoy
these places with
some food and a
drink. Ban
something
better. Like
people wearing
Whatâ€™s the I do not think Raglan
patches in town
point in times. needs a Seasonal
No
I
disagree
or something.
Stupid
Alcohol Ban

Because
itâ€™s not
going to stop
people.

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

Covers all the
popular beach
areas. Raglan
becomes a
party area
over New
Years and the
like.

Fights around the
walk bridge

I have seen
happy people
Rules like this enjoying a drink
is not needed. while watching
the surf.
Stop taking
everything
Thatâ€™s all.
enjoyable
Pure fun. Arrest
that. Fine that
away.

supports all proposals
including option 1 except
the time frame of 9 om to
9am.

Thing is a waste of time. Doesn't support any
Why even do this?
proposals.
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I do not agree with any
172 Aaron Bryant of these options

173 Thea

Lucy
174 Donaldson

Jacqueline
175 Jones

I do not agree with any
of these options

I think target approach for key
times of year is only needed.

I do not agree with any
of these options

Option 1

176 Lucy Marshall Option 1

177 Erin Griffiths

Why should everyone be treated
like a child?

I do not agree with any
of these options

No bans in place

No bans in place

No bans in place

If you can't relax
with friends and
enjoy a casual
drink in these
areas, then what
Again, we are
No - I disagree not children!
are they for?

Target key times
Yes I agree
of year only

We should be
able to take a
picnic with
alcohol to be
drunken
responsibly
within our own
back yard
enjoying our
environment

No - I disagree

I do not agree with a complete ban
in our entire urban area, we have a
small private grassy area at the end
of our street that we take the kids
to play in the back of the harbour
while we supervise and its nice to
have a quiet beer or wine in the
Yes permanent bans
arvo.
in place

They are public
places that are
well known and
liquor should nit
be allowed to be
consumed in
Yes I agree
these places.

What is this? Turning into a nanny
state. What happened to freedom?
No bans in place
Oh yes that's right, JACINDA

Maybe you
should ban
smoking and sex
in cars too..What
is this? Turning
into a nanny
state. What
happened to
freedom? Oh yes
that's right,
No - I disagree
JACINDA

Because itâ€™s fine the way it is.
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No bans in place

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

Because I've
never seen it
as a problem,
education not
prohibition!

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

Yes I agree with these
proposed dates

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
The best time Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
to enjoy the
Ward
weather

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

Yes I agree with these
proposed dates

This is such
crap... no
alcohol in
public areas
over Christmas
/new year
period....
what's so
No I do not agree with
hard?
these proposed dates

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Pointless
Ward
action

23 DEC to 10
JAN might be
better!
Normal life
returns for
most people
after that.

I agree in part
but think the
area needs to
be amended

You are being too
controlling, you cannot
Have never seen judge the majority on a
minority. Punish the
anything of
concern, and I'm disorderly, not everyone Doesn't support any
a regular visitor. else!
proposals.

No

I think house parties are
more of a concern with
excessive booze and
noise. Would be good to
have a noise control
based in raglan all year
round.

supports control from 9pm
to 9am in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanade and
seasonal ban in Raglan
ward from 23 Dec to 10
February.

There are such a
limited number
who ruin for
everyone else
and those people
will continue to
ignore bans even
if Iâ€™m place so
why punish
everyone else
who can have a
drink responsibly

Doesn't support any
proposals.

No

supports proposals
including option 1 but
Doesn't support with a
Raglan ward ban.

Two ticks blue and get
rid of this bloody nanny
state. What was wrong
with original ban... all
this wastes yet more
taxpayer monies

Only xmas
and new year
ban in public
None
areas
years. but during
this time have
had sometimes a
wine in a public
or a lovely
cooling beer on
Over main
This is
occasions and
unnessassary
holidays I
I disagree with
thoroughly
control. I have
agree but not the proposal
I enjoy a beer at
enjoyed it. To
not heard of
to introduce a
this block of
sunset or at the
take away this
major
beach or after a
time. Let us be Seasonal
freedom to just Ban intoxication not the
complaints
surf. This is
!! Who comes Alcohol Ban to
be us is awful and broad spectrum of all
from locals
controlling and
No I do not agree with up with these the Raglan
No
I
disagree
suppressing.
who live here. these proposed dates ideas??
Ward
over the top.
alcohol.

supports option 1 (Town
centres) supports shorter
sesonal period 23 Dec to 10
january.

Doesn't support any
proposals.
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178 Kim Black

Sherry
179 Coulson

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

180 Rachel Pierard Option 1

As a grown adult I would like to be
able to enjoy the occasional
No bans in place
sundowner in my own home ton

As above. We
should not have
to punish all
responsible law
abiding citizens
because of a few
bad eggs. If you
ban one place
they will just find
another,
problem won't
Yes I agree
go away

Why on final day of submission, has
this been brought to our attention? No bans in place

Residents picnic
in These places,
it is one of our
privileges, we
pay huge rates (
$4500 pa) council
cannot take
away our
privileges
without a
Agree with
process
amendments

Inside the town people should only
drink in designated areas. Pubs,
No bans in place
bars etc

I do not agree with any
181 James Mcgirr of these options

We don't want that level of
perman control

Richard
182 Seymour

Seems Draconian. For example,
Lorenzen Bay is proposed under
the complete ban in option 2. It is
nice to sit there and have an
occasional drink with neigbours.
This activity is not bringing disorder
etc, on the contrary it is nice for
I agree in part with
community spirit!
amendments

183 Matt Jenkins

I do not agree with any
of these options

Option 1
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No bans in place

No bans in place

Completely
unnessesary.

Agree with
amendments

Just over a
shorter time
frame, this
Sounds fair
No I do not agree with period is too
and reasonable these proposed dates long
public drinking
brings
violence....may
be council
needs to open
this topic. To
the residents
of raglan, not
try to sneak it
through last
This is the
minute. This is
holiday time,
unacceptable No I do not agree with letâ€™s
behaviour
these proposed dates discuss this

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
10pm to 10am Alcohol Ban

It is nice to have
a beer or wine
and watch the
waves or sunset
in a socially
acceptable
No - I disagree
manor
I can only speak
to Wainui
Resereve.
Possibly OK at
the reserve but
on a restricted
hours basis, after
8PM or
something like
that.
Yes I agree

It effects the
majority who
may have a quiet
drink whilst
having a sunset
Same reason
No - I disagree as above
meal

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

Same as
before,
punishing all
Stop smothering
for the errors None that I have everyone with blanket
of a few
personally seen bans and rules
issues into becoming
law. The council are the
taxpayers
representatives, you
New Yearâ€™s
Eve always brings need to consult with us
drunken
before you apply any
territorial
rules.this is your job
behaviour
definition.
between groups
of raglan,
Please notify me that
I agree in part
Huntley,
you have received this
but think the
Ngaruawahia
submission, itâ€™s
area needs to
young men......
impossible to tell from
be amended

supports control from 9pm
to 9am in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades only.

Doesn't supoprt proposals.
Notes drunken behavior in
serveral towns.

Generally, the bans go
way too far. We dont
support these bans. Also,
the raglan ward is a
arbitrary political
boundary that is not
reflective of the
supports option 1 (Town
communities in this area. Centre) only

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
This is
Not required. Ward
ridiculous

No

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Too much
Same as above Ward
control

I think the Raglan
police do a good
job of keeping
control of the
situation and the
vast majority of
the public and
Just chill out and have
travellers are well beer with a local and just
Do not support proposals.
behaved....
relax man....

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

Not that I am
aware of.

Ban for Wainui Resereve
only but after 8PM.
supports 9pm to 9am in
Council controlled parks
reserves and esplanades.
Doesn't support other
proposals.

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Same as
Ward
above

No I can't

supports option 1 (Town
Centre) only

The majority
of people
drink
responsilbly
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184 Te Ata

Matt
185 Meenagh

186 Tracey Fitter

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
187 Joseph hassell of these options

188 Kevin Collins

189 Joshua Rosa

Option 2

Because, who doesnt live having a
beer and watching the sunset? Plus
we the people have a sovereign
right to do what we like with our
No bans in place
lives

Agree with
amendments

As a free soul,
I dont agree
with anything
Good idea but
the council or
it wont work
unless you
No I do not agree with government
have a army
these proposed dates say.

Agree with
amendments

This is a time
of year where
the sun is
shining,
This would be
people are
far more
socialising and
reasonable,
enjoying the
allowing
festive season,
people to
the above
enjoy these
areas
No I do not agree with 9pm to 9am is
responsibly
these proposed dates reasonable

I feel a total ban is taking away
sensible peoples rights to drink
responsibly in areas that we have
enjoyed socialising with our family
and friend's for years. Why should
the few ruin it for the many who do
respect our beautiful town. Thank
No bans in place
you.

Been doing it for
years, it's a way
of life in Raglan
I feel permanent
is overkill and
believe
temporary bans
at certain times
of the year will
still allow locals
to enjoy these
areaâ€™s
responsibly.
Please see my
statement
above.

I agree in part with
Hi I agree with ban in the town only amendments

Hi I only think
that the town
area needs a ban
otherwise leave
No - I disagree Why change
it alone

Not necessary-

much easier to enforce this way

Option 1
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No bans in place

It is too
restrictive. I
donâ€™t want to
break the law for
having a beer at
the beach.

these are areas
where anti-social
Yes permanent bans drinking already
occurs
in place

No bans in place

Itâ€™s
reasonable
that after dark
alcohol should
be kept in
controlled
places, like
peoples homes
or license the
Yes I agree
premises
again, this
seems hard to
enforce. If
someone is
drinking at
8:30 pm, will
police go back
and check
again at 9:15
No - I disagree pm?

I agree with
reponsible public
Yes I agree
drinking

Christmas
Yes I agree with these time and in
town only
proposed dates

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
As I said
Ward
before

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
As above
Ward
I agree with
the proposal
to introduce a
seasonal
alcohol ban to
the Raglan
Ban in town
Ward
only

Mainly the young
up in comings are
the ones to
watch for, not full
grown adults

May aswell take away all
liquor stores and pubs if
you want to put a 24/7 Doesn't support any
ban on the town
proposals.

No, however over
consumption of
alcohol is not
renowned for
making people
smarter.

I feel this is a very
disappointing way to
attempt to fix a minor
issue caused by a small
minority.

Doesn't support any
proposals.

None seen

Ban only in town centre
give that a couple of
years to see how that
goes and monitor the
status

Supports option 1 for
Raglan town centre.
supports seasonal ban in
Raglan and extended
dates.

Please do not turn our
district into a nanny
state. Give people
freedom to act
responsibly And punish
The entire
those who do not. You
Raglan ward? I disagree with There is
are not going to stop
That is a
the proposal Already a
people taking a beer to
massive
to introduce a partial alcohol
the beach, all you were
overreach.
Seasonal
ban In areas
going to do is make them
Please stop
Alcohol Ban to of Raglan.
treating us like the Raglan
This is
Not recently from a criminal which helps
sufficient
nobody
children.
Ward
memory

Yes I agree with these
proposed dates

I agree with
the proposal
to introduce a
seasonal
alcohol ban to
the Raglan
Ward

No I do not agree with
these proposed dates

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

Only supports a 9 pm to
9am ban in Council
controlled parks reserves
and esplanades

Main street
Raglan

Supports proposals
including option 2 (urban
area) Doesn't agree with
9pm to 9am feels too hard
to Police. Has seen
evidence of disorderly
beahvaior in Raglan main
street.

No. I'm hang
around
responsible
drinking

Supports option 1 , town
centres. Doesn't want a
ban on 4 names reserves.
Agreees with 9pm to 9am
ban in parks etc. Doesn't
support seasonal ban in
Raglan.
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190 Bill Doig

Option 1

Stops drinking in town after hours
and preloading before entering
No bans in place
clubs

191 valerie bianchi Option 2

192 Mike Bell

I do not agree with any
of these options

No bans in place

The proposal has no evidence to
support the claim that it would
reduce crime in the designated
areas. Where is the research?

Ross Wallis for
Raglan Surf
Lifesaving
Option 2 with
193 Club
amendments

Simon
194 blanchett

I do not agree with any
of these options

No bans in place

I agree in part with
amendments

You are trying to crush our
freedom.
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No bans in place

Because we like
a picnic on the
beach or
surfcasting and a
sociable drink is
Yes I agree
part of this

Alcohol is not an
issue in at
Wainui Reserve
outside of peak
Yes I agree
holidays

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

A total ban 24 I do not think Raglan
hours a day is needs a Seasonal
excessive
Alcohol Ban

The proposal
has no
evidence to
The proposal has
support the
no evidence to
claim that it
support the
would reduce
claim that it
crime in the
would reduce
designated
crime in the
areas. Where
designated
is the
areas. Where is
No - I disagree research?
the research?
lifesaving club
would like to
request an
exemption for
use in the
clubrooms - for
events and
funtions that
raise finances eg
weddings as well
as for members
after patrol who
stay over night Yes I agree

Itâ€™s a place
we gather to
watch sunsets,
catch up with
people. Also
everybody here
takes there
rubbish with
them. If anything
put a bigger fine
No - I disagree
on littering.

Personal
choice and
responsibility

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to Personal
the Raglan
choice and
Ward
responsibility None observed

I disagree with
the proposal
This may apply to introduce a
in the urban Seasonal
centre but not Alcohol Ban to
as part of the the Raglan
Ward
whole ward

This may
apply in the
urban centre
but not as
part of the
whole ward

No I have not
witnessed any.
There are
occasionally
bottles/cans
littering.

The proposal
has no
evidence to
support the
claim that it
would reduce
crime in the
designated
areas. Where
No I do not agree with is the
these proposed dates research?

The proposal
has no
evidence to
support the
I disagree with claim that it
the proposal would reduce
to introduce a crime in the
designated
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to areas. Where
is the
the Raglan
None that I have
research?
Ward
observed

Yes I agree with these
proposed dates

I agree with
the proposal
to introduce a
seasonal
alcohol ban to
the Raglan
Ward

No

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

for 5 years and
compared to your
main city of
Hamilton itâ€™s
a hell of a lot
nicer out here
and there is way
less of an alcohol
problem in
raglan, stop
trying to control
something that
isnâ€™t broken.

Again
gatherings are
important in
I do not think Raglan
our
needs a Seasonal
community.
Alcohol Ban

We are not a
city, we are
not out of
control. Just
leave it the
way it is.

Supports option 1 , town
centres. Doesn't want a
ban on 4 names reserves.
Agreees with 9pm to 9am
ban in parks etc. Doesn't
support seasonal ban in
Raglan.

Supports option 1, town
centre. Doesn't want a ban
in Wainui Reserve outside
of peak holidays. Doesn't
support seasonal ban in
Raglan.
evidence to support the
claim that it would
reduce crime in the
designated areas. Where
is the research?
Council is required to
present a strong case to
limit civil liberties. No
case has been presented
at all. The rationale
appears to be to prevent
Doesn't support proposals.
crime but there is no

From a club perspective alcohol does not mix well
with swimming and we
observe many casualties
due to the consumption
of alcohol on the beach
when mixed with
swimming in surf.

Suppoprts option 1, Raglan
town centre. Would like
exemptiuon for surf life
saving club. supports other
proposal elements.

Doesn't support proposals.
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195 Julius Kite

196 Carl Ammon

197 Hilary Tolley

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
of these options

I do not agree with any
198 Louis Maxwell of these options

Andrew
199 Forsyth

Option 1 with
amendments

Option 1 with
200 Camille Lema amendments

Why would you? Dumb idea.
Usually no issues.

Unnecessary unwanted and
ludicrous

Permeant and really unnecessary.
Seasonal bans are fine

No bans in place

No bans in place

Repressive
archaic
ineffective

I agree in part with
amendments

Seasonal bans
are ok but
permanent is
unnecessary

All year round is overkill. Can we
get some stats as to why this is
being proposed? We need to be
able to make an informed decision.
Or maybe the information has
been provided in which case I
No bans in place
apologise.

This should not include all of Cliff
Street in Raglan

Not additional areas - cliff street
should be removed
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I have been
toBirthdays and
weddings at
reserves with
alcohol and
thereâ€™s no
problems

No bans in place

Agree with
amendments

Maybe after
10? Then sun
has set

No need for
any bans any
No - I disagree time

Why would
you? Dumb
idea.
Thereâ€™s no
problems
I disagree with with people
the proposal who live here
Too long.
Needs to stop to introduce a year round to
Seasonal
in early
make sense of
January when Alcohol Ban to doing this.
the
Raglan
people
go
No!! No!!
No I do not agree with
No!!
None.
these proposed dates back to work? Ward

I do not think Raglan
needs a Seasonal
Alcohol Ban

Yes I agree

Seems
sensible.
Doesnâ€™t
state whether
this is to be
Yes I agree with these
permanent
proposed dates

A permanent ban
I feel is not
necessary. Again
some stats
Yes I agree
would be nice.

No I do not agree with
these proposed dates

not supplied

Yes permanent bans
not supplied
in place

Doesn't support town bans
(options 1 or 2) supports
reserve ban times of 10pm.
Who would police this?? Doesn't supports seasonal
ban.
Stupid idea

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
This is out of Seasonal
the dark shes / Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
get a life
As above
Ward
itâ€™s 2020

None Ive seen
but I have seen
people enjoying a
drink sensibly
non violently and
Doesn't support the
This proposal is ridiculous proposals.
non criminally

Busy time so
keeps
everyone safe.
Some areas
only

I agree in part
but think the Entire ward
area needs to ban
be amended unnecessary

No never seen
any incidence in
raglan

I agree in part
but think the
area needs to
be amended

No

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
People should
All people
Seasonal
be allowed to
should not
Alcohol Ban to
eat and drink I do not think Raglan suffer for
till dark - This is needs a Seasonal
other peoples the Raglan
No - I disagree wrong
Ward
stupidity
Alcohol Ban
I agree with
the proposal
to introduce a
seasonal
alcohol ban to
the Raglan
Its bullshit,
Yes I agree with these
No - I disagree protect whanui proposed dates
not supplied Ward

All people
should not
suffer for
other peoples
not supplied
stupidity

not supplied

not supplied

No

Agrees with seasonal ban
and proposed dates hours
9 pm to 9 am. Feels area of
seasonal ban is too large.

Doesn't support the
proposals.

not supplied

supports option 1
excluding cliff Street,
Ragaln. Doesn't support
other proposals.

not supplied

supports option 1
excluding cliff Street,
Ragaln. Doesn't support
other proposals.
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Option 1 with
201 Charlie Young amendments

I do not agree with any
202 Andrew Meek of these options

203 Mats Schulte

Caleb
204 Braithwaite
205 P and B Iti

Pokeno
Community
206 Committee

Option 1 with
amendments

Option 1 with
amendments
Option 2 with
amendments

Option 1 with
amendments

Tamahere
Community
Committee - Option 1 with
207 Sue Robertson amendments

I support but the BAN area in
Raglan township area on cliff street
should only go to the toilets, not
No bans in place
the entirety
It seems like an over-reaction to
me. It has worked fine the liquor
bylaw in the business zone so why
No answer
extend it?

I support option 1 in part. Please
do not include Cliff Street.

Exclude Wainui
reserve and
Manu Bay from
permanent areas
to 9pm and 9am
Yes I agree
only

No answer

No answer

Not supplied

Not supplied

Please do not
ban 24/7, just
from 9pm to
9am is all
No - I disagree good.

supports option 1 in part,
excluding Cliff St, Raglan.
supports 9 pm to 9an times
but Doesn't support
Season ban in Raglan.

Yes I agree

agree with option 2 in part.

No answer

No answer

Please extend the town centre ban
to include the Great south road
intersection which would include Yes permanent bans
No answer
the Pokeno Hall.
in place

No answer

Please see attached extension to
include Tamahere areas in the
bylaw

Agree with
amendments
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exclude
Wainui and
Manu Bay make them
9pm-9am

No answer

No answer

No answer

I agree in part
but think the
area needs to
be amended

Doesn't support either
option 1 (town Centre ) or
2 (urban ban) in Raglan.

I agree with option one in part,
excluding Cliff St because its the
perfect spot for a walk or picnic on
No answer
sunset
No answer

park times are
ok. No need
but exclude
for massive
Yes I agree with these Wainui and
changes
Manu Bay
proposed dates

supports the Raglan
township ban (option 1)
with a limitation of
including Cliff Street.
Inclusion of Reserves not
supported but agrees with
9pm to 9am time for parks.
Agrees with seasonal ban
in Raglan but wants Wainui
and Manu Bay excluded to
9pm to 9am.

its sensible to
have a day ban
but totally
unfair to not
be allowed a
sunset beer at
the beach
I do not think Raglan
reserve, how needs a Seasonal
ludicrus
Alcohol Ban

I disagree with
the proposal
to introduce a
Seasonal
Alcohol Ban to
the Raglan
Ward

supports option 1 in part,
excluding Cliff St. supports
9 pm to 9an times but
Doesn't support Season
ban in Raglan.
support option 2 in part.

Yes I agree with these recommended
proposed dates
by Police

Please expand
to include
Tamahere

See Appendix 2A

See Appendix 2A

supports proposal but
requests inclusion of Great
south road intersection
which would include the
Pokeno Hall. Evidence is
requested by police.
to 9am ban but would like
24/7 ban area to include
Tamahere park, carpark,
playground and suround
10m. Also road berms,
footpath area of Tamahere
park, model community
school, Tamahere
playcentre, little pumpkin
childcare centre, Tamahere
chirch, community centre
and adjacent carpark and
village commercial area.
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OnewheroTuakau
Community
Board Caroline
208 Conroy

Option 1

See Appendix 2A
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No bans in place

Agree with
See Appendix 2A amendments

See Appendix
2A

See Appendix 2A

supports proposals option
1, town centre in relation
to Tuakau and 9pm to 9am
reserves ban but would
specificly ike a 7pm-7am
ban for the Lightbody,
Batkin and Tuakau
recreational reserves and
Alexandra Redoubt.
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Waikato
District Health
Board - Kay
209 Kristensen
Option 2

New Zealand
Police - David
210 Hall
Option 1

See Appendix 2A

The police prefer that alcohol is
only consumed in licensed
premises or at private homes
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I agree with
the proposal
to introduce a
seasonal
They should be
alcohol ban to
permanent
the Raglan
ban
areas
Yes permanent bans
Yes I agree with these
See appendix
See Appendix 2A No - I disagree see document proposed dates
see document Ward
See Appendix 2A See Appendix 2A
in place
2A
significantly
significantly
assist
assist
controlling
controlling
authorities to
authorities to
manage
manage
alcohol
alcohol
consumption I agree with
consumption
There is no
in public
good reason
the proposal in public
The police prefer
places
over
a
for the
to introduce a places over a
that alcohol is
time when
time when
consumption
seasonal
only consumed
events are
of alcohol after
alcohol ban to events are
in licensed
more likely to
dark in parks Yes I agree with these more likely to the Raglan
Yes permanent bans premises or at
Yes I agree
be held
be held
and reserves proposed dates
Ward
private homes
in place

Applauds Councils
Leadership in using a
combination of tools to
reduce the burden of
alcohol related harm across
the distyrict.' supports the
ban in urban areas (option
2) and other proposed
elements of the draft.
References the 25% of
presentations to ED related
to harmful use of alcohol.

NZ Police - agrees with
Option one (permanent
town bans) and all other
options. Yes 990-9am bans,
yes seasonal raglan bans
and dates
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Huntly Community Board Submission on Liquor
September 2020
We support the total town wide liquor ban. This is because Huntly being a lower socio-economic
town, has significant challenges with liquor consumption. Some of these challenges would be
reduced if liquor consumption was limited to private property. Below is evidence of the harm that
liquor consumption in public spaces produces. This evidence of harm has been collated in a very
short space of time and shows the ubiquitous nature of the problem in Huntly. There are four key
issues, the broken glass hazard that is produces, the litter problem, the share volume of glass and
litter produced and lastly public drunkenness.
1) Broken glass. Broken glass is a hazard, since it has razor sharp edges. Broken glass from liquor
bottles in public spaces is effectively the norm in Huntly. This was brought home to the chair of the
board when he was showing a member of the WDC SLT an issue he was working on getting fixed.
The member of the SLT team was startled to see a jagged half bottle sticking up in a public place
(either footpath or carpark). The point was the chair is so used to seeing this, it didn’t even register
as an issue. This brought home how ubiquitous the problem is of broken liquor bottles is in Huntly.
Now remember that this town has a significant proportion of folks who struggle financially. What
this means in practical terms is that shoes for toddlers, youngsters, children and even adults can be
not affordable. Thus bare feet may be the only option available to some. This accentuates the
hazards of broken glass, as the shoe sole isn’t between foot and glass.
The following examples are given to illustrate how this is a town wide problem:
•

•
•
•

Broken cider bottle on footpath of Russell road. Russell road could be considered a better
part of town. Once this policy was posted for public consultation, the chair was outside a
property on Russell road and noticed a pile of broken glass on the footpath. This has come
from a cider bottle, with the remaining parts of the bottle being in the gutter. This footpath is
well used by children walking to and from Kimihia school. And being only a smaller pile of
glass, presents a greater hazard since children may not notice it, yet the glass was freshly
broken and very sharp.
Broken bottles on park footpaths west side. Walking through a park footpaths next to the
West Side Hub, earlier in the year, noticed the remnants of a speights beer bottle sprinkled
across the footpath, along with another clear liquor bottle further down
Broken bottle outside shops. This being a steinlager beer bottle, in shards and pieces outside
shops which are heavily frequented by the public.
Youths smashing bottles. Not all bottles left in the public spaces are broken. Some are left
intact. However kids / youth often find these bottles and entertain themselves or show their
anger and frustration with the world by smashing the bottles. For example a local business
owner caught a mob of primary school kids behaving in a negative way outside his premises
and neighbouring business. In shoeing them along they decided to take our their anger by
finding nearby empty beer bottles and throwing / smashing them against the building / on
the footpath outside the business.

Members of the community also commented the following on facebook when asked for community
feedback:
• Sick of seeing smashed glass bottles on the footpaths / parks etc, areas where kids play.
Most kids like to play around bare foot or with Jandals - End up getting cut from the
smashed glass (many upvotes from other people, so hit a nerve)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agree broken bottles on footpaths near playgrounds and parks are a nuisance we like to take
kids to the parks run around unfortunately we have had a couple of accidents with broken
glass - such nuisance
Vehicle tyres are my concern towards this. Sick of glass being shattered and unexpectedly
driving over it
like to see followed up with Harris street always has cans bottles ... park behind community
hub has loads rubbish cans at times
Finding empty cans and bottles all over my verge and front lawn and having to check before
letting my son go out and play
I’m usually sweeping up the smashed bottles on the road or kicking the glass to the side! I
look for the top and bottom of the bottle as it is the most thickest part n the most dangerous!!
Reason y its not safe for the kids .. they play along the footpath & the grass area on sides!!
James Henry crescent always has broken bottles from party going people that hit it up on the
weekends ... I’ve had to replace my car tyre 3times due to broken bottles on the road
Willow lake road, another street / area considered a nice place of town. Beer bottles left
roadside, and youths mid afternoon in the holidays came along and smashed these onto the
footpath covering the footpath with broken glass. This made

2) Litter issue. Litter management is already challenge in Huntly. There seems to be a correlation
between low socio-economic areas and litter. So hence overall in Huntly there are litter issues, with
pockets of extremely high litter problems. Litter does harm in two major ways. Firstly the litter is
transported through the storm water system it to the Waikato awa. Thus polluting the terrestrial,
river and sea environments (the majority of sea plastic and litter comes from land).
The more pressing issue is that it impacts the feel of a town. Huntly needs investment to create jobs
and incomes for locals. This investment will need to come from outside the town. When outsiders
who are not used to the litter volumes found in Huntly, travel through the town, or visit, they are put
off by the ‘feel’ of the place due to the litter. Thus the odds of them investing into Huntly are
massively reduced. Thus the whole of Huntly suffers from under investment, and lack of
employment opportunities.
The other impact is a more subtle one. It is the impact on the folks living with the litter, their self
image, self care and care of resources. When we live, work or play in an area that has a high litter
quantity, we are impacted. This impact reduces our self worth, that is we don’t feel like ‘a million
bucks’ because our environment tells us we are not worth it. And we don’t take the same care and
positive attention to assets and gear because again our environment tells us that things are not well
looked after. So helping a community to change and have pride in itself goes hand in hand with a
reduced litter problem.
Thus anything that reduces the litter would be helpful.
Also litter pick up costs move onto the rate payer. Thus from a cost point of view the reduction in
cost from reduced litter pick up would be helpful to residents many who struggle to pay their rates.
An example of the litter problem, which impacts both the ‘feel’ of a place and the cost for pick up is
on the ratepayer is shown in the photos below. This is located in a council carpark on the mainstreet
of town (location number 44 mainstreet). As it clearly shown there is significant litter issue, and has
been there for some time. This is a visual drain on the area, and eventually when enough CRM’s
have been raised over this issue, the council contractors will actually get to picking it up (been
raised at least twice). In the mean time it is an eye sore and a hazard waiting to occur, due to
potential broken glass issues.
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If councillors or council staff found this
level of litter in a corner of the public
carpark in the Ngaruawahia, they would be
rightly revolted. They would also worry
about what this communicated to the public
about WDC and it would be cleaned up
asap. Now Huntly feels the same impact,
just that locals are jaded to this, as it is so
common.
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3) Volume of broken glass and litter It is hard to envision the share volume of broken glass and
litter without having experienced it first hand. The chair attempts to spend an hour on Sundays
doing something practical for the town. Often this is picking up litter in a particular area. When
consultation arrived, he choose a street in Huntly that he used to periodically use to get home. This
is a somewhat typical urban street in a lower socio-economic area of town. The goal was to walk
the street gutter and pick up litter. And document any liquor related litter.
The google street map is shown below, the first stretch of three and half sections, on one side of the
road (the red line) the chair came across:
• Small volume of broken glass from smashed beer bottle. The large chunks of glass had been
removed, leaving the small pieces behind, still able to cut feet, but not conspicuous.
• Woodstock can
• Crushed cody’s (rum and cola) can
• Small volume of broken glass from light ice beer bottle. The large chunks of glass had been
removed, leaving the small pieces behind.

Thus the chair was spending as much time noting the alcohol related litter, than actually picking up
the litter. So at this point the chair decided only to take note of the major litter / glass issues and
ignore the small volumes of broken glass / litter. So in the next three and half homes, (the orange
line), the following major litter / glass issues were observed:
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The last photograph doesn’t capture the issue very well because it is spread over a large area, but is
a clear glass spirits bottle (750 ml or 1000 ml) smashed on the road, with large chunks of glass in
the gutter and surrounds. Also four aluminium cans (one off camera) scattered through this glass.
At this point, the chair gave up documenting the volume of litter and hazards caused by drinking in
public spaces. Since he was spending more time documenting than picking up litter.
Remember that this level of broken glass and litter was just across a few randomly selected homes,
on a pseudo-randomly chosen part of town. The chair would be very happy to take anyone for a
walk through the streets of Huntly on a Sunday showing the hazards and litter caused by public
consumption of litter.
So the volume of broken glass and litter is a very large amount, and plays a significant part in the
daily life of many Huntly residents.
4) Public drunkenness. Drinking in public spaces, leads to public drunkenness. This can really
impact the folks who have to walk by, etc. The chair was in town the week that this was released for
consultation. Having dreads and a long beard is socially acceptable in Huntly. However the chair
visits places that people clearly are uncomfortable with his choice of hairstyles. This shows up in
their body language and facial expressions.
Given he was in Huntly mainstreet, it was surprising that a women was walking towards him with a
look of a mixture of fear, disgust and other negative emotions. This appeared out of place, and the
chair thought it unusual for Huntly. However once they had passed, he noticed a drunk standing
next to the building on the footpath, with beer placed on the cobbles. He was talking to the passers
by, and clearly the women on the street felt unsafe and the drunk clearly caused discomfort to the
women. The chair unfortunately was in a rush, and wasn’t till later and reflected that he realized he
should have called it in to the police, or at least done something.
It was a learning experience how someone could have a big impact into a ‘feel’ of a place, and how
their behaviour, if allowed to continue long term, would drive away those who would otherwise be
their.
This is also reflected in community feedback with comment made:
• Constantly having young drunk people walking passed [in the] middle of the day drinking
and having to keep my son away from them
• [Support the ban] So he drinking that go's on down there [in the green cathedral] and cars
ripping up the gravel at all hours of the day and night, but most of all it will be safer for the
children and all public to enjoy.
Conclusion
All of above examples of litter and hazards, really impact the tone of the town. Huntly suffers from
a reputation problem. And as a result employers are hardly lining up to create jobs in the town. And
investment into the town and community isn’t happening. Part of changing a reputation of a town, is
changing how the town sees itself. The broken glass and litter is a daily, constant reminder of how
Huntly is a ‘down and out’ type of place. So not only is the practical impact of hazards of broken
glass, or the litter expenses. But it extends to the soul of the town. Thus removing liquor
consumption from public spaces, would reduce the scaring on the towns soul and bring a small
amount of healing to the town. Thus Huntly Community Board supports a town wide ban on
consumption of liquor in public spaces.
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Feedback on Alcohol Control Bylaw 2020
This feedback is from the Onewhero-Tuakau Community Board.

Thinking about ‘key proposal one’ – the proposed 24/7 permanent alcohol ban areas in our town
centres (option1) or larger urban areas (option 2) Do you?
The only town centre in the Onewhero-Tuakau community board area is Tuakau. The Board supports
option 1 with the alcohol ban confined to the immediate town centre area as this area is more
clearly defined than the broader option 2.
The Board presumes that these restrictions will not impact on on-license and off-licence premises.

Thinking about ‘key proposal two’ the proposed timed alcohol control times of 9pm -9am in all
Council controlled parks, reserves and esplanades. Do you ?
Support the proposed bylaw
Support the proposed bylaw in part
I do not support the proposed Bylaw
The Onewhero-Tuakau community board understands that the Pukekohe area currently has 7pm7am alcohol control times and the current alcohol control times within the Tuakau area are 7pm7am. The Tuakau area is policed by the Counties Manukau Police who would be familiar with the 7-7
control times. The Onewhero-Tuakau Community Board support the retention of the current control
times of 7pm-7am for the Lightbody, Batkin and Tuakau recreational reserves and Alexandra
Redoubt.
We understand that other Waikato council areas have previously had later alcohol control times and
the Community Board also is also aware of the impact that any time chosen would have on
community events that occur in community halls, particularly in the rural area. At these events those
attending might bring a bottle of wine or a few beers and in Summer the event frequently involves
people gathering outside the hall on the adjacent reserve (Christmas community BBQs etc).
As indicated in the consultation document the legislation does put greater responsibility on council
to justify the alcohol bans or restrictions put in place within its bylaws. The Onewhero-Tuakau
Community Board would be keen to see the reported incidents from recent years for parks, reserves
and esplanades that fall outside of the proposed permanent alcohol ban for the town centre or and
what time those incidents occur. This information could assist in determining the most appropriate
time for alcohol control times in reserves and parks without unduly impacting on local community
events.
Whilst the Community Board understand that the police are not planning to actively enforce the
bylaw an early control time (such as 7pm) across the Waikato District could undermine community
events and create difficulties for those advertising these events for example: if a rural community is
promoting a community BBQ starting at 6.30pm would they have to advise ‘no alcohol consumption
after 7pm’ (if that earlier time was agreed).
Given the above and on balance the Community Board supports the proposed 9pm-9am times for
the parks, reserves and esplanade alcohol control areas outside of those mentioned within the
Tuakau area.
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24 hour a day, seven days a week, 365 days permanent ban proposed for Wainui Beach, Sunset
Beach, Karioitahi Beach and Maraetai Bay
The consultation document indicates that these beaches have previously had permanent alcohol
bans in place (with the exception of Maraetai Bay) to prevent anti-social behaviour. This approach
seems unduly restrictive and means people enjoying fishing from the shore with a couple of beers or
a family having a beach picnic with a bottle of wine are breaching council bylaws.
There is a range of anti-social behaviour that can occur on a beach and not all of it is linked to
alcohol – the most obvious being irresponsible use of a vehicle or motorbike which might annoy or
endanger many people on the beach.
The Onewhero- Tuakau Community Board believes that the same alcohol control provision times
(9pm – 9am) could be applied to the beaches as is agreed for parks, reserves and esplanades
(especially given some beaches have an esplanade area immediately adjacent). The other option is
to broaden the use of ‘seasonal alcohol control ban areas’ for these beach areas if the anti-social
behaviour is more prevalent in the Summer months.

Temporary Alcohol control areas
In the proposal it is proposed that temporary alcohol control areas can be declared for a specified
period not exceeding seven days. The Onewhero-Tuakau Community Board is wondering if these
provisions could be extended to a one- month period and then these could be used if an area
becomes a hotspot for anti-social behaviour related to alcohol use. Use of temporary alcohol
control area provisions for a one month period would allow the Council to respond more quickly to
situations as they arise and enable the Council to give the police the ability to address the issue in
that local area without having to review the provisions of the bylaw.

Use of other legislation
Whilst this consultation document focuses on the Alcohol Control Bylaw there are other pieces of
legislation the council or police can enforce to deal with anti-social behaviour that might arise from
alcohol consumption in public areas:
Litter bylaws – could be used to address the discarding of alcohol bottles or cans and other rubbish
Drunk and disorderly provisions – for those who are intoxicated in a public place
Discharge of a dangerous object – could be used to deal with broken bottles
Drink-driving or vehicle legislation – could be used to deal with some anti-social behaviour on
beaches
Noise bylaws – to deal with loud music
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Education
The Community Board also recognises that whilst alcohol is legal there are issues around where
people drink and how they drink and more education around responsible alcohol consumption and
disposal of containers would be useful in addressing some of the anti-social behaviour and
environmental damage that occurs as a result and which these bylaws try to address.

Caroline Conroy
Deputy Chairperson Onewhero-Tuakau Community Board
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PUBLIC HEALTH
SUBMISSION ON:
Waikato District Council
Proposed Alcohol Control Bylaw 2020
To:

Corporate Planner
Waikato District Council
15 Galileo Street
Ngaruawahia 3742
consult@waidc.govt.nz

Details of Submitter: Waikato District Health Board
Address for Service: Public Health Unit
Waikato District Health Board
Private Bag 3200
HAMILTON 3240
Contact Person:

Kay Kristensen
kay.kristensen@waikatodhb.health.nz

Hearing:

Waikato DHB does not wish to verbally support its submission

Date:

5 October 2020

___________________________________________________________________
Introduction
1.

Waikato District Health Board (Waikato DHB) presents this submission through its
Public Health Unit. Regarding matters concerning public health, the Public Health Unit
is the principal source of advice within Waikato DHB. Under the New Zealand Public
Health and Disability Act 2000, Waikato DHB has responsibility to improve, promote
and protect the health of people and communities. Additionally, there is a
responsibility to promote the reduction of adverse social and environmental effects on
the health of people and communities. With over 7000 staff, Waikato DHB delivers
health services to a population of more than 400,000 people across the Waikato
region, and tertiary-level services to the Midland region with a population of over
840,000.

2.

Waikato DHB appreciates the opportunity to comment on Waikato District Council’s
proposed Alcohol Control Bylaw 2020 through this consultation process.

3.

Waikato Public Health and Auckland Regional Public Health Service (ARPHS) have
shared geographic responsibilities across a number of territorial authorities within the
Waikato DHB area. Where joint boundary responsibilities occur such as in the
Waikato District, the two services work closely together to ensure perspectives and
responses are aligned across all matters concerning public health.
1| Page
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4.

Due to COVID-19, many public health units are stretched to capacity and have had to
look at new ways of having their voices heard on important health topics such as
Waikato District’s proposed Alcohol Control Bylaw 2020. As such, we are delighted to
accept an endorsement of support from ARPHS for this submission and
recommendations.

5.

Waikato Public Health applauds Council’s leadership in using a combination of tools
(Local Alcohol Policy 2017 and its proposed Alcohol Control Bylaw 2020) to reduce the
burden of alcohol-related harm across its district.

6.

Alcohol harms impose a major burden on public health and society in general, but
alcohol remains the most commonly used recreational drug in New Zealand 1. Harm
from alcohol extends far beyond the individual and can result in harm t o children,
including exposure to alcohol during pregnancy; whānau; friends, and the wider
community.

7.

The harmful health impacts of hazardous drinking are divided almost evenly between
injury and chronic disease outcomes, burdening both inpatient and out patient hospital
services including primary care services in the community. 2

8.

The economic cost of alcohol is also significant with estimates of $5billion to the public
purse whereas $1billion is accumulated through taxation.

9.

Māori are disproportionately burdened by alcohol-related harm. Waikato DHB has a
strategic imperative to achieve radical improvement in Māori health outcomes by
eliminating health inequities for Māori; 3 therefore it is critical to engage effectively with
Māori to ensure a strong equity focus is placed on the Bylaw and to ensure the
principles and obligations of Te Tiriti o Waitangi are honoured .

Waikato DHB’s position on Alcohol
10.

The Waikato DHB recognises alcohol consumption is a significant risk factor in a wide
range of adverse conditions. Alcohol has the potential to harm individuals acutely by
means of intoxication, alcohol poisoning or accidental harm while drunk, and
chronically by means of long term damage to organ systems. Alcohol-related harm
also can often affect those who are not even consumers, but third parties affected by
drinking decisions of others. The burden of alcohol on the Waikato Hospital
Emergency Department presentations is substantial. 4

11.

The purpose of New Zealand’s Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 is to minimise
harm created by excessive or inappropriate alcohol consumption. Waikato DHB
supports measures in the Act aimed at minimising harm and advocates for additional
measures to reduce alcohol-related harm further.4

1

Ministry of Health. (2015). Alcohol Use 2012/13: New Zealand Health Survey. Wellington: Ministry of Health
Ministry of Health (2016b). Health loss in New Zealand 1990-2013: A report from the New Zealand Burden
of Diseases, Injuries and Risk Factors study. Wellington: Ministry of Health.
3
Waikato DHB Strategy 2016
4
Waikato District Health Board Position Statement on Alcohol. December 2018
2
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Submission
12.

Waikato DHB supports Waikato District Council’s proposed Alcohol Control Bylaw
2020. The bylaw sets out to control the consumption of alcohol in public places and
intends to reduce alcohol-related harm. In particular, we support the following:
Proposal 1
Public Health Waikato DHB supports the introduction of a 24/7 365 day
permanent alcohol ban in urban areas (option 2) as identified o n th e map s b y
red dotted lines; (excluding Council control parks, reserves, and esplanades) in
Council’s Statement of Proposal.


Alcohol bans improve the perception of safety among community. Alcohol bans
represent local communities reclaiming public spaces that had been taken over
by alcohol fuelled behaviours that range from inappropriate and un welcome
comments and language to drunken, abusive and threatening behaviour and
damage to property.



Consumption, bringing or possession of alcohol in public places encourages
crime, disorder and incidents of alcohol-related harm. This can lead to a
reduction of the amenity and good order of a place making that place undesirable
for use by the community and public in general.



The incidents included by Police in their submissions are evidence of this. For
example, Police report that at least 30% of all calls for service to Police are
directly linked to the causation of poor behaviour due to the influence of
excessive alcohol consumption. From January 2017 to December 2019, Police
reported 31 Breach of Liquor Ban Notices across the Waikato District with
corresponding incidents of assaults; public place disorders; driving matters;
robbery; theft; wilful damage, and graffiti.5

Proposal 2
Waikato DHB opposes the introduction of a 9pm to 9am timed alcoh ol co ntro l in
Council controlled parks, reserves and esplanades.
Waikato DHB recommends a permanent alcohol ban be introduced in these areas.


Open spaces are recognised as important components of the urban environment
and provide opportunities for recreation and leisure. Council parks, reserves and
esplanades are areas more likely to be visited by families and visitors. It is
therefore appropriate to introduce a permanent alcohol ban to reinforce public
areas as safe and secure environments for children and families.



Special licences such as on- and off-site licences allow for the sale or supply of
alcohol at events in public places such as food and wine festivals or some types
of private functions. Special licences provide opportunities for alcohol
consumption where alcohol is otherwise prohibited 24/7 in public places.

5

Senior Sergeant David Hall. NZ Police. Summary of Reports to Police Involving Alcohol Incidents and
Offences in the Waikato District TLA 2017-2019.
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A permanent alcohol ban helps denormalise alcohol use for children and young
people, especially in public places spaces. Ensuring a sense of safety in public
places must be a priority for council and evidenced within the district’s broader
alcohol control response.



Council has responsibility for around 50 parks and reserves across its district.
The district’s Neighbourhood Parks Reserve Management Plan 2016 works in
conjunction with other strategies that impact neighbourhood parks such as the
Playground Strategy; Signage Strategy, and Toilet Strategy.



We acknowledge that Council works effectively with key services such as Police
and Health and we commend council for its ongoing commitment to broader
partnerships and responses to alcohol control across its district.



Our organisation recognises that council has a Joint Management Agreement in
accordance with the Waikato-Tainui Raupatu Claims (Waikato River) Settlement
Act 2010 and recognises its legal obligations and responsibilities to WaikatoTainui and the wider Māori community. Waikato-Tainui are key partners
contributing to the broader political, social, cultural and economic wellbeing of the
district including any customary activities on the Waikato River. 6

Proposal 3
Waikato DHB supports the introduction of seasonal alcohol control ban areas wh ere
alcohol is prohibited 24/7 in public places over set dates.
Waikato DHB supports the introduction of an Alcohol Contr ol Bylaw Se asonal Ban
Area 24 hours a day from 23 December to 10 February.

6
7



Our organisation supports seasonal alcohol bans particularly over the summer
period. As we approach Christmas and New Year, presentations to Hospital
Emergency Departments (ED) spike, with one in four presentations resulting from
the harmful use of alcohol.



Waikato DHB experiences other concerns around the summer period as many
local services like General Practices and rural hospitals reduce staff and
services. Alcohol-related ED presentations present as violent assaults; motor
vehicle crashes; mental illness; overdoses, and family violence, diverting time
and resources away from other people including older people and young
children.7



Public Health notes that alcohol-related harm does not just affect locals but over
time has an impact on visitors’ perception of the safety of towns. Areas in
Waikato district like Raglan and Wainui Reserve, attract large numbers of visitors.
Successful reduction of alcohol-related harm necessitates the management of
alcohol, and alcohol bans are an effective tool for this. Alcohol bans are a means

Waikato District Council. Waikato District Neighbourhood Parks Reserve Management Plan. August 2016.
Jo Lines-MacKenzie.One in four hospital ED admissions related to alcohol. Stuff December 20 2016.
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to reclaim community spaces for residents and visitors. This is likely to have
positive flow on effects for both the economy and reputation of these towns.


We are aware that seasonal alcohol bans can be confusing for the public, both
permanent residents and holiday makers. Many homeowners rent out their
properties to New Zealand and international tourists, some of whom cause
alcohol-related issues and others of whom are put off from returning by those
issues. We would therefore recommend that alcohol ban areas are well
signposted and supported by a wide range of communication media.

Conclusion
13.

Working across a number of Territorial Authorities in our area on these issues, we note
that there have been very few submissions opposing Alcohol Bans. This in part is that
most communities support alcohol bans and understand the value and public safety it
brings to their town and communities. Our organisation commends Waikato District
Council on this proposed bylaw.

Dr Richard Hoskins

Medical Officer of Health
Public Health Waikato DHB
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Appendix 3

Proposed Waikato District Council
Alcohol Control Bylaw 2020
Waikato District Council, in exercise of its powers under the Local Government Act 2002 hereby
makes the following bylaw.

Introduction
1.0 Short title, commencement and application
1.1 The bylaw is the "Waikato District Council Alcohol Control Bylaw 2020".
1.2 The bylaw shall apply to the Waikato District.
1.3 The bylaw shall come into force on xxx xxx.

Part 1 – Preliminary provisions
2.0 Purpose
The purpose of this bylaw is to provide for the prohibition and control of the consumption
or possession of alcohol in public places (including vehicles in public places) to reduce
alcohol related harm.
3.0 Interpretation
3.1 In this Bylaw, unless the context otherwise requires –
Act

means the Local Government Act 2002

Alcohol

has the same meaning as ‘alcohol’ given by section 5(1) of the Sale and
Supply of Alcohol Act 2012.

Council

means the Waikato District Council

Licensed premises has the same meaning as ‘licensed premises’ given by section 5(1)
of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 and means any
premises for which a licence under the Sale and Supply of Alcohol
Act 2012 is held.

[proposed] Waikato District Council Alcohol Bylaw 2020 Page 1
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Permanent
Alcohol Ban Area

means an area described in schedule one in which alcohol
restrictions are permanently in place in the public places within the
area, during the times, days or dates specified in the Schedule.

Public place

has the same meaning as ‘public place’ given by section 147 of the
Local Government Act 2002; and means a place that is open to or
is being used by the public, whether free or on payment of a
charge, and whether any owner or occupier of the place is entitled
to exclude or eject any person from it; but does not include
licensed premises.

Temporary
Alcohol Ban Area

means an area described in a resolution made under this bylaw in
which alcohol restrictions are temporarily in place in the public
places within the area during the times, days or dates specified in
the resolution.

Waikato District

means the area within the boundaries under the territorial authority
of the Waikato District Council and includes all coastal areas to the
line of mean low water springs.

3.2 Any explanatory notes and attachments are for information purposes only and do not form
part of this Bylaw.
3.3 The Interpretation Act 1999 applies to this Bylaw.

Part 2 – Control of Alcohol
4.0 Alcohol Ban Areas
4.1 Every person is prohibited from consuming, bringing into, or possessing alcohol in any public
place (including a vehicle) in contravention of an alcohol ban made by the Council in accordance
with clause 5.1.
Explanatory note:
As at 21 January 2020, under section 147(4) of the Local Government Act 2002, the prohibition in
clause 6(1) does not apply to alcohol in an unopened container in the following circumstances:
(a) The transport of the alcohol from licensed premises next to a public place, if –
(i)

it was lawfully bought on those premises for consumption off those premises;
and

(ii)

it is promptly removed from the public place; or

(b) The transport of the alcohol from outside a public place for delivery to licensed premises
Proposed Waikato District Council Alcohol Control Bylaw 2020 Page 2
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next to the public place; or
(c) The transport of the alcohol from outside a public place to premises next to a public
place by, or for delivery to, a resident of the premises or his or her bona fide visitors; or
(d) The transport of the alcohol from premises next to a public place to a place outside the
public place if—
(i)

the transport is undertaken by a resident of those premises; and

(ii)

the alcohol is promptly removed from the public place.

5.0 Alcohol Control Areas
5.1 Council may, by resolution, declare alcohol control areas for the purpose of prohibiting or
otherwise regulating or controlling, either generally or for one or more specified periods, any or all of the
following:
(a)

the consumption, bringing into or possession of alcohol in public places; and

(b)

in conjunction with (a), the presence or consumption of alcohol in vehicles, or
vehicles of stated kinds or descriptions, in public places.

5.2 Any resolution made under clause 5.1 must also:
a)

include a map of the alcohol control area;

b)

specify whether the alcohol control area is permanent or temporary and,
if temporary, the time(s) that any prohibition or control applies;

c)

if consumption, bringing into or possession of alcohol is
controlled rather than prohibited, specify the nature of the
control.

5.3 The Council must, before making an alcohol controlled area in accordance with clause 5.1:
(a) Be satisfied that the alcohol controlled area gives effect to the purpose of the bylaw; and
(b) Comply with the decision-making requirements under Subpart 1 of Part 6 of the Local
Government Act 2002; and
(c) Comply with the criteria under section 147B of the Act, as follows:
(i)

Be satisfied that there is evidence that the area to which the alcohol ban will
apply has experienced a high level of crime or disorder that can be shown to
have been caused or made worse by alcohol consumption in the area; and

(ii)

Be satisfied that the alcohol ban is appropriate and proportionate in light of
the evidence and can be justified as a reasonable limitation on people’s rights
and freedoms; and
Proposed Waikato District Council Alcohol Control Bylaw 2020 Page 3
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(d) Investigate and, where appropriate, implement community-focused solutions as an
alternative to or to complement an alcohol controlled area; and
(e) Consider the views of the New Zealand Police; and
(f) Consider the views of Maori; and
(g) Consider the views of owners, occupiers, or persons that the Council has reason to
believe are representative of the interests of owners or occupiers, of premises within the
area to which the alcohol ban will apply.
5.4 The Council may, at any time, amend or revoke alcohol controlled area in accordance with
clauses 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 with the necessary modifications.
5.5 Clause 5.3 does not apply to a person who is acting pursuant to, and in accordance with any
conditions of, a consent granted under clause 10.1.
6.0 Permanent alcohol control areas
6.1 Council may by resolution, under clause 5.1 declare an area to be a permanent alcohol
control area at all times; or for specified, repeated periods of time.
6.2 Permanent alcohol control areas are listed in Schedule One. Schedule one illustrates the
specific areas that are permanent alcohol control areas and states the times, days or dates
during which the alcohol restrictions apply to the public places.
6.3 Every person is prohibited from consuming, bringing into, or possessing alcohol in all Council
Controlled Parks, Reserves and Esplanades (including a vehicle) between the hours of 9pm and
9am.
Explanatory note: All resolutions of Council declaring alcohol control areas are contained within the additional
information for the Alcohol Control Bylaw 2018 - Register of Resolutions, attached to this Bylaw.

7.0 Temporary alcohol control area
7.1 Council may, by resolution, under clause 5.1 declare an area to be a temporary alcohol
control area for a specific period not exceeding seven consecutive days.
7.2 Council will give public notice of a temporary alcohol control area at least 14 days before the
temporary alcohol control area comes into force.
Explanatory note: Sections 147A and 147B of the Act are outlined in Section 3 of the Additional
Information to this Bylaw.

7.3 Where a temporary alcohol control area applies to an event Council must consider:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

the nature and type of the event;
the history (if any) of the event;
the number of people expected to attend the event;
Proposed Waikato District Council Alcohol Control Bylaw 2020 Page 4
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(iv)
(v)

the area in which the event is to be held;
whether the Police support the proposed temporary alcohol
control area; and

(vi)

whether the Police will be present at the event to enforce
it.
may consider any other information it considers relevant.

b)

Explanatory note: Records of resolutions made for temporary alcohol controls will not be included in
the ‘register of resolutions’ but are permanently recorded through the appropriate Council records of
meetings, minutes and resolutions.

8.0 Signage
8.1 Where it is practicable or reasonable to do so, the Council will erect signage within alcohol
control areas to provide information to the public about the restrictions. The size, location and
content of the signage will be at the Council’s discretion.
8.2 To avoid any doubt, the absence of signage in any alcohol control area does not authorise a
breach of this bylaw.
8.3 This clause is subject to any regulations made under section 147C of the Act.

Part 3 – Enforcement offences and penalties.
9.0 Enforcement.
9.1 A constable may use their powers under the Act to enforce this Bylaw
9.2 This Bylaw authorises a constable to exercise the power of search under sections 169(2)(a)
and 170(2) of the Act for temporary alcohol areas declared in accordance with clauses 6 and
8.
Explanatory note: Section 170(2) provides constables with additional powers of search in relation to
temporary alcohol controls that have been notified and indicated by signs in accordance with section
170(3) of the Act.

10.0

Offences and penalties

10.1 Every person who breaches this bylaw commits an offence.
10.2 Every person who commits an offence under this bylaw is liable to a penalty under the Local
Government Act 2002.
Explanatory note: As at 18 December 2013, the penalty for breaching an alcohol bylaw is an
infringement fee of $250 under the Local Government (Alcohol Ban Breaches) Regulations 2013.
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Part 5 – Exceptions.
11.0

Exceptions

11.1 The restrictions within an alcohol ban area do not apply to areas or activities which are
covered by a licence issued under the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012, including:
(a) Any public place which is part of a licenced premises’ outdoor area, where permission
to occupy that area has been granted by the Council; or
(b) The carrying of alcohol directly between one part of a licensed premises and another
part of the same premises across a public place that separates the parts of the
licensed premises; or
(c) Any public place that is subject to a special licence, for the term of that licence; or
(d) Any vehicle in a public place to which a licence under the Sale and Supply of Alcohol
Act 2012 applies; or
(e) Any event held in a public place at which alcohol is served under a section 38
endorsed licence under the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act
Explanatory note:
A number exceptions for the transportation of unopened bottles or containers of alcohol
through alcohol control areas are listed in section 147(4) of the Act, and are not
restricted by this bylaw, including:


Commercial deliveries to licensed premises;



Carrying alcohol purchased from an off-licence (eg liquor store);



Carrying alcohol to or from BYO licensed premises;



Carrying alcohol to or from private residences.

Some of these exceptions require the alcohol to be promptly removed from any public
places covered by alcohol restrictions.
11.2 Any resolution of the Council may be amended, rescinded, or reinstated by a further
resolution of the Council.
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This bylaw was made pursuant to a resolution passed by the Waikato District Council on Add Date.

THE COMMON SEAL of WAIKATO DISTRICT COUNCIL was hereto affixed in the
presence of:
____________________________
Mayor

Chief Executive
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WAIKATO DISTRICT COUNCIL
PROPOSED ALCOHOL CONTROL BYLAW 2020
Schedule one (option one)
Specified Public Places where the consumption of alcohol, possession of alcohol and use of a vehicle in
conjunction with alcohol is prohibited at all times.
1. Raglan Township, including Bow Street, Bankart Street, Cliff Street (from Bow Street to
James Street), Wainui Road (from Bow Street to Ngarunui Beach Road), Wallis Street (from
Bow Street to James Street), Wi Neera Street, as shown in red on the attached map called
“Permanent Ban Area Raglan”.
2. Ngaruawahia Township, including Carlton Avenue, Durham Street between Newcastle
Street and Waingaro Road, Ellery Street East, Ellery Street between Herschel street and
Great South Road, Eyre Street, Galileo Street, Great South Road between River Road and
Ellery Street East, Havelock Road between Whatawhata Ave and Kia Toa Street, Herschel
Street between Newcastle Street and Ellery Street, Jesmond Street, Jordan Street, Lower
Waikato Esplanade, Market Street, Regent street, River Road between Duke Street and Great
South Road, Waikato Esplanade between Galileo Street and Ellery Street East, Waingaro Road
between Great South Road and Herschel Street, as shown in red on the attached map
“Permanent Ban Area Ngaruawahia”.
3. Taupiri Township, including Bob Byrne park, Te Putu Street, The Crescent0, Greenlane
Road, Murphy Lane, and Great South Road between Gordonton Road and Lovell Avenue, as
shown in red on the attached map called “Permanent Ban Area Taupiri”.
4. Huntly Township, including Alder lane, Bridge Street, Glasgow Street, Harris Street, Main
Street between Bell Crossing and Tainui Bridge Road, Onslow Road, Paki Street between
Harris Street and Baker Street, Ralph Street, Shand Lane, Taihua Street, Tainui Bridge Road to
Harris Street, Tumate Mahuta Drive, Wight Street, William Street, Venna Fry Lane, as shown
in red on the attached map called “Permanent Ban Area Huntly”.
5. Te Kauwhata Township, including Main Road, Tavern Park Lane, Te Kauwhata Road
between Travers Road Main Road, and Waerenga Road up to Swan Road, as shown in red on
the attached map called “Permanent Ban Area Te Kauwhata”.
6. Meremere Township, along Te Puea Avenue between Island Block Road and Springhill
Road, as shown in red on the attached called “Permanent Ban Area Meremere”.
7. Tuakau Township, along George Street from Bollard Road to Elizabeth Street, Escotts
Road, Hall Street, St Stephens avenue and West Street as shown in red on the attached map
called “Permanent Ban Area Tuakau”.
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8. Pokeno Township, including Great South Road from Walter Rogers Road to Market Street
as shown in red on the attached map called “Permanent Ban Area Pokeno”.

9. All Council controlled Cemeteries
Specified Parks, Reserves, esplanades and beaches where the consumption of alcohol, possession
of alcohol and use of a vehicle in conjunction with alcohol is prohibited at all times.
1

Sunset Beach, Port Waikato Permanent Ban Area

2

Karioitahi Beach, Waiuku Permanent Ban Area

3

Wainui Reserve, Raglan Permanent Ban Area

4

Maraetai Bay, Port Waikato permanent Ban Area

Schedule one (option two)
1. Specified Public Places where the consumption of alcohol, possession of alcohol and use of a
vehicle in conjunction with alcohol is prohibited at all times in urban areas within the red
dotted lines on the schedule maps.
2. All Council controlled Cemeteries
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WAIKATO DISTRICT COUNCIL –
DRAFT ALCOHOL CONTROL BYLAW 2020
Schedule two
Specified Public Places where the consumption of alcohol, possession of alcohol and use of a vehicle in
conjunction with alcohol is prohibited at all times during a specific time period being 23 December
through to 10 February.
1

Wider Raglan Ward area as per the attached map
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APPENDIX 5 – LATE SUBMISSION
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] RE: Waikato Police - Feedback sought on the Waikato District Council Proposed Alcohol
Control Bylaw 2020
Hi Jodi
Sorry I have been busy and have not been able to respond as yet.
I realise it is now too late to make submissions. I have discussed the proposal with my colleague here in Raglan. We
are both long-time Raglan Police members and residents.
For what it is worth, here are our thoughts :
Key Proposal 1 - We would be more comfortable with Option 1 (being pretty much what we had in Raglan
before). We believe Option 2 (extending to urban areas) would severely impact on our workload especially over the
busy summer period. We also feel that it is over-kill really.
Key Proposal 2 – We would be happy with 9pm – 9am ban in Council controlled parks, reserves and esplanades. We
would also be happy with the previous times of 10pm-10am (as in the previous alcohol ban).
Key Proposal 3 – Seasonal alcohol control ban – again we feel that this is over-kill to extend this out to 10
February. We believe the previous time period of 23 December to 6 January is sufficient.
Wainui Reserve proposal to go 24/7, 365 days a year ban – we do not support this. We feel the 10pm-10am (or
9pm – 9am) ban in council reserves and parks sufficiently covers this area.
I reiterate the Raglan Police position as outlined in my letter of support dated 31 January 2020 :
Raglan Police would support the former liquor ban coverage being reinstated as follows :




24/7, 365 days a year in the CBD area,
24/7, 365 days a year in all WDC Reserves from 2200hrs – 1000hrs,
Whole area liquor ban 23 December – 6 January every year.

I trust this is of some assistance to you.
Raewyn STEVENSON
Senior Constable RMJ440
RAGLAN
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